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Editorial
Dear Readers,
At the end of this special year worldwide today we can present to you the fourth issue 2020
of Religions & Christianity in Today’s China (中国宗教评论). You can find, first of all, as
usual the News Update on recent events and general trends with regard to religions and
especially Christianity in today’s China.
In his article “Hong Kong Taken Over by the National Security Law,” Fr. Gianni C
 riveller
PIME, who has spent 27 years in Hong Kong and is now dean of studies at PIME Inter
national Missionary School of Theology in Milan, describes the most worrying political
and social developments in that city.
In the second article of this issue, “The Chinese Face of Jesus Christ,” Prof. Leopold
Leeb, lecturer for Latin, Greek and Hebrew at Renmin University of China in Beijing, in
troduces a group of Chinese Christian artists during the 1930s and 1940s who were active
at the Catholic Fu Ren University of Peking. He shows how they depicted the features of
Jesus in a Chinese way. Their style is known as “Ars Sacra Pekinensis.” Prof. Leeb gives a
whole range of examples for this very special and delicate art.
We would like to wish all our readers a Blessed Christmas and good start to the new
year 2021 which hopefully brings all of us good health and happiness.
Religions & Christianity in Today’s China is freely available on the website of the China-Zen
trum, www.china-zentrum.de. Additionally, readers who subscribe to Religions & Christian
ity in Today's China will regularly receive e-mail updates providing web links to the con
tents of each newly published issue. – The China-Zentrum is a non-profit organization.
For the publication of Religions & Christianity in Today’s China we are dependent on the
generosity of our friends and r eaders. In order to help us cover inevitable costs, we would
be very grateful if you could consider sending a voluntary contribution.
Sankt Augustin, December 2020						The Editors
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News Update on Religion and Church in China
May 3 – October 4, 2020
Compiled by Katharina Feith, Isabel Friemann (China InfoStelle) and Katharina
Wenzel-Teuber
Translated by David Streit SVD and Jacqueline Mulberge SSpS
The “News Update on Religion and Church in China” appears regularly in each issue of Religions & Christianity in Today’s China (RCTC). Since the editorial staff learns of some items only later, it can happen
that there are chronological overlaps between “News Updates” of two consecutive issues of RCTC. In these
cases stories referred to in earlier “News Updates” will not be repeated. All “News Updates” can be found
online at the website of the China-Zentrum (www.china-zentrum.de). – The last “News Update” (RCTC
2020, No. 2, pp. 3-20) covered the period November 11, 2019 – April 18, 2020.

Politics, Society, Human Rights
August 30, 2020:

Despite fewer job opportunities due to COVID-19, Chinese
migrants remain in the cities
According to a study published on August 30 by the Beijing Social Work Development Center for Facilitators, 63% of China’s 290 million migrant workers want to stay in cities, even if job opportunities
there have deteriorated due to the Corona virus. The reason they gave was the even poorer income
opportunities available in the countryside. According to the National Bureau of Statistics, the average
monthly income in rural areas was around 1,000 Yuan in 2018, while a migrant worker in the city could
earn around 3,700 Yuan.
According to the study, 58.84% also said they would definitely stay in the city because of better educational opportunities for their children. Rural migrant workers are the group most affected by the effects
of the Corona virus pandemic. Even though many of them have lived in cities for years, they have
limited access to health care and schools as they are usually still registered in their villages of origin.
The results of the study differ from data broadcast by state television (CGTN China Global Television
Network). According to this source, by the end of July the provincial governments are said to have
created 13 million new jobs for migrant workers returning from the cities. On August 8, the Ministry
for Human Resources and Social Security reported that there were 178 million migrant workers in the
cities at the end of June, 97.3% of the number in the same period last year (AsiaNews Sept. 2).
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August 30, 2020:

Human rights organization: Between 2013 and 2020, almost
30,000 people detained in “Residential Surveillance in a
Designated Location”
“Residential Surveillance in a Designated Location” (指定居所监视居住, RSDL) is a special form of
pre-trial detention that has existed since 2013. According to the Criminal Procedure Act (Article 75),
it is provided for suspects if the crimes concern national security or acts of terrorism. As the organization Safeguard Defenders (SD) writes in its study entitled Rampant Repression published on August 30,
2020, RSDL gives the police the opportunity to detain people incommunicado and in secret locations
outside of regular prisons without a court order for up to six months. The relatives, or in the case of
foreigners the government of the country concerned, could be refused information about the whereabouts of the detained persons. According to the SD, these cases are to be assessed as “forced disappearances.” Access to legal counsel could also be denied, which often happens, the organization said.
Using Chinese court judgment databases, the SD study found 29,110 people who were temporarily
detained in RSDL between 2013 and 2020, with a clear upward trend. The actual number of cases is
certainly higher, since the databases only contain cases in which a court judgment was later reached,
the organization said. According to the SD, the police also use RSDL against people who have come to
the attention of the authorities for political reasons, such as civil rights lawyers, journalists and NGO
employees, who are often charged with endangering national security. In a number of cases, the police
also use RSDL as a punitive measure, without charge or trial following RSDL detention; in some cases,
the legal maximum of 6 months in RSDL detention is exceeded, and it is not uncommon for detained
people to experience further psychological and physical abuse – the SD study notes.
For party members and state employees, there has been a separate detention system similar to the
RSDL called liuzhi 留置, which is subordinate to the “National Supervisory Commission” set up when
the constitution was changed in 2018.
Safeguard Defenders was founded in 2016. Director of the organization is the Swede Peter Dahlin (LICAS Aug. 31; https://safeguarddefenders.com/en/publications). See also RCTC 2016, No. 1, pp. 12-13;
2016, No. 2, pp. 15-16; 2018, No. 2. p. 4.

September 1, 2020:

Inner Mongolia: Protests against increased Sinicization in schools
In the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region in the north of the PRC, thousands of students and parents
protested against a textbook change in numerous cities. As was already the case in Xinjiang and Tibet
since 2017, at the beginning of the school year on September 1, the first year in elementary and middle
schools were to have several core subjects – Chinese language and literature, history and “Ethics and
Law” – with uniform new textbooks in Chinese. These classes are no longer taught in Mongolian. They
involve “subjects in which up to now a lot of Mongolian culture has been conveyed via the Mongolian
language and writing,” said the German TV program Tagesschau of September 8. The authorities have
taken massive action against the school strikes and protests. Public service employees whose children
take part in the school strike were threatened with dismissal and striking students were threatened
with expulsion from school. Online censorship has been greatly expanded. There have been several
arrests. The government had justified the move with the “gradual expansion of bilingual schooling to
give ethnic minorities more opportunities as well as ‘improving the recognition of the Chinese nation’,”
according to Merics quoting the Global Times.
There were also expressions of solidarity with the protesters in the independent Mongolian state (Global
Times Sept. 7; LICAS Sept. 2; Merics China Briefing Sept. 10; tagesschau.de Sept. 8).
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Religious Policy
May 21–27, 2020:

Assembly of the Political Consultative Conference of the Chinese
People
As always, delegates from the five religions also took part in the meeting, which was postponed to this
date due to the Corona pandemic. On the Catholic side, these were the bishops Fang Xingyao, Ma
Yinglin, Shen Bin, Zhan Silu, Lei Shiyin, Li Shan, Meng Qinglu, the priests Wang Yaosheng and Wu
Jianlin and the layman Liu Yuanlong. Bishop Lei, one of the seven bishops legitimized by the Pope in
September 2018, said in an interview with the National Religious Affairs Administration’s magazine
Zhongguo zongjiao that after reports from delegates from Tibet, Xinjiang, Hong Kong and the army,
he realized that China was facing unprecedented risks and needed a stable social environment more
than ever. He also said he had led the Catholic Patriotic Association to adhere to the principle of inde
pendence (chinacatholic.cn May 29; Weixin zongjiao [WeChat account of the National Religious Affairs Administration] May 26).

From June 2, 2020:

Gradual reopening of religious sites after the epidemic has been
contained
Beginning on June 2, the first religious and popular religious sites were allowed to reopen in many
provinces, subject to preventive measures. It often took much longer for all registered religious sites in
a region to open – in Shanghai’s Qingpu District, for example, all 35 religious sites in the district were
not operational again until August 2. In Zhejiang, the provincial government mandated that each site
should fly the Chinese flag and teach a patriotic lesson when it reopened. June 7, 2020 was the first
Sunday that Catholic churches were open again for worship in most provinces. However, there were
also many limitations. It was reported from Catholic communities that local authorities – in Shenyang,
for example – not only monitored compliance with the preventive measures, but also prevented minors
from attending Church services and did not allow underground churches and meeting places to open
at all after the epidemic phase (AsiaNews June 8; facebook.com/UCANChina June 3; Aug. 20; mzb.
com.cn June 9; mzzj.sh.gov.cn Aug. 20; UCAN June 4; Aug. 21). See also the article in China heute 2020,
No. 2-3, pp. 75-76 (in German) and the entry of beginning of June 2020 in the section “Protestantism.”

June 12, 2020:

AsiaNews: Letter to parents from a school in Inner Mongolia
threatens government action against students participating in
religious activities
According to AsiaNews, a Xilinhot Middle School No. 6 “Letter to Parents,” issued March 25, 2020,
deals with student participation in religious activities. AsiaNews published the text of the letter. Initially,
the letter refers to the constitution, the education law and other regulations and declares that socialist
schools raise new socialist people and prohibit any form of religious activity. “No religious organization
or individual may [...] recruit students in schools for religious activities. [...] Religious ideas and rituals
must not be disseminated in schools or among pupils. Students in schools should not be coerced or
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induced into participating in religious activities.” According to the letter, such cases should be reported
to the government. Students are the future of socialism, they have to consciously accept the patriotic,
collective and communist education and are not allowed to wear religious symbols, the letter said.
“Parents and others must not force students to believe in a religion or participate in religious activities.
The school must subject pupils who take part in religious activities to criticism and [corrective] education and, if this education does not lead to a change, hand them over to the competent government
authorities for treatment.” Parents and pupils had to sign their consent to the letter (AsiaNews June 12).
In recent years there have already been cases of similar letters to parents, for example in 2018 in schools
in Henan Province (cf. RCTC 2018, No. 4, pp. 8-9).

July 27, 2020:

Committee for Ethnic and Religious Affairs of the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference (PCC) holds
consultation on the training of religious personnel
More patriotic religious leaders need to be trained who are “politically reliable, meritorious in their religion, morally respected and assertive at the decisive moment,” said Wang Yang, chairman of the PCC
and a member of the Politburo, in his speech, quoting Xi Jinping. Eleven PCC members from religious
circles, other religious representatives and experts took part in the meeting. As the Xinhua report went
on to say, all participants agreed that ideological-political education must permeate the entire formation process. The “levels” of religious personnel should be optimized – (on the one hand) emphasis
should be placed on the training of high-level religious representatives, (on the other hand) the training of religious personnel at the grassroots level should be strengthened, the report said. Greater use of
the resources of the state education system in the training of religious personnel should be considered,
and exchanges between religious circles abroad to broaden horizons should be supported. The competent authorities should establish a scientific and reasonable mechanism for the selection, appointment
[to certain positions] and evaluation of religious personnel (Xinhua July 27).
A similar meeting of the Committee for Ethnic and Religious Affairs on the contemporary interpretation of religious teachings and precepts took place on November 26, 2019 (see RCTC 2020, No. 1, p. 5).
The Catholic governing bodies organized a session on seminary formation on August 20 (see section
“Catholic Church” below).

July 27, 2020:

Shanghai Diocese: Priests presiding over funeral services at the
municipal Longhua Funeral Parlor are required to show their
official priest’s certificate
This means that underground priests are not allowed to use or enter the funeral home, the largest in
Shanghai – wrote UCAN, which reported on the incident. According to UCAN, the government has
forced the diocese to issue a circular stating that Catholic priests who preside over funeral prayers at
Longhua Funeral Parlor must show their official certificate for Catholic religious personnel. The trigger was that Catholics from the underground and official communities of the diocese had attended
a funeral service for an underground priest in the funeral home. UCAN sees the forced circular that
sparked outrage in the underground as an attempt by the authorities to break the increasing unity between the official and underground community in the diocese.
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Already in February, UCAN reported from Zhejiang that regulations for centralized burials adopted by
the provincial government on December 1, 2019 stipulate that religious personnel should not attend
funeral services at home and that “no more than 10 family members of the deceased may recite scriptures or sing hymns in a low voice.” According to UCAN, the regulations also strictly prohibit religious
activities outside of (registered) religious sites which means that priests are not allowed to hold funeral
services outside the church (UCAN Feb. 3 [according to Hong Kong Sunday Examiner Feb. 7]; Aug. 12).
Funerals and mourning rituals are very important in Chinese culture as well as in the churches in
China.

From August 11, 2020:

Official religious organizations respond to Xi Jinping’s appeal
against food waste
On August 11, President Xi Jinping urged the population to save food, since increased vigilance with
regard to securing food supplies is required in times of the global COVID-19 pandemic. The conviction that “waste is shameful, thriftiness is honorable” ought to arise throughout society. As part of
this national campaign – also known as “Operation Empty Plates” – the religious affairs authorities
throughout the country organized study sessions for representatives of the five religions in the weeks
that followed. On August 24, the official religious organizations of the five religions in Shanghai published a joint appeal to save food, in which the motto given by Xi “Save strictly, turn against waste”
(厉行节约 反对浪费) is supported by corresponding texts drawn from the Buddhist scriptures, the
Qur’an and the Bible. Numerous calls on this same theme were also issued in September by organizations of religions at national and local levels.
According to The Guardian, China imports an estimated 20–30% of its grain needs, and in the summer severe floods in many places in China destroyed the crops. In addition, there is the African swine
fever and interrupted supply chains due to the Corona pandemic. Food prices have risen sharply. The
newspaper reported on actions triggered by the campaign: for example, the Wuhan Catering Industry
Association called on the city’s restaurants to set up an “N-1 ordering system,” according to which a
group of diners always has to order one less meal than the number of people in that group. Traditional
courtesy requires “N+1” (chinacatholic.org Aug. 30; theguardian.com Aug. 13; Xinhua Aug. 11).

Buddhism / Tibet
May 23, 2020:

Saga Dawa: Lhasa authorities prohibit students, government
employees and state pensioners from participating in religious
activities
This was reported by the US broadcaster Radio Free Asia (RFA), citing local sources. Saga Dawa is the
“month of merit” in Tibetan Buddhism, during which the birth, death and enlightenment of the Buddha are celebrated; it began on May 23, 2020. Parents of Tibetan schoolchildren were also asked not
to allow their children to participate in religious activities during Saga Dawa (RFA May 26). – Similar
bans during Saga Dawa had been reported in previous years.
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September 22, 2020:

Study: “Military-style vocational training” and mass transfer of
workers in and from Tibet
The study published by researcher Adrian Zenz at the Jamestown Foundation is based, among other
things, on reports from the government authorities in the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR). According to Zenz, in March 2019 the TAR introduced a “2019–2020 Farmer and Pastoralist Training and
Labor Transfer Action Plan.” According to a government report, the TAR trained 543,000 “surplus
rural workers” in the first 7 months of this year, of whom 49,000 were transferred to other parts of
the TAR and 3,109 to other parts of China. Before the job transfer, the herders and farmers undergo
mandatory centralized “military-style training,” which – according to Zenz – aims to reform “backward thinking” and to “dilute the negative influence of religion” as well as to train work discipline, law
and the Chinese language. According to Zenz, there are numerous elements of coercion in the system,
for example during recruitment, in which the “village-based work teams,” a government program for
monitoring the population (cf. RCTC 2016, No. 2, pp. 9-10), are involved. Since the TAR has set itself
the goal of eradicating absolute poverty by the end of 2020, local authorities are under pressure to
integrate poor population groups into the work transfer program. According to Zenz, there are many
parallels with the compulsory vocational training and job transfer system in Xinjiang, but there are also
important differences: “Presently, there is no evidence that the TAR’s scheme is linked to extrajudicial
internment, and aspects of its labor transfer mechanisms are potentially less coercive” (https://jamestown.org/program/jamestown-early-warning-brief-xinjiangs-system-of-militarized-vocational-training-comes-to-tibet; AsiaNews Sept. 25, 26, 28; Reuters Sept. 22).

Islam / Xinjiang
June 24, 2020:

Chinese Islamic Association (CIA) cancels Hajj for 2020
In a notice to the Islamic Associations at the provincial level, the CIA wrote that although China has
achieved great strategic successes in the fight against COVID-19, the virus is not under control worldwide and there are also many cases in Saudi Arabia. The Saudi Hajj Ministry has therefore canceled
the pilgrimage for foreign Muslims on June 22, the notice explained, and continued saying that for this
reason the CIA decided to suspend the participation of the Muslims of China in the Hajj 2020 (chinaislam.net.cn June 24).
The CIA is the only state-approved organizer of Hajj for all of China.

August 9, 2020:

Statement by 76 leaders of various religions condemns the
“potential genocide of the Uyghurs and other Muslims in China”
as “one of the most egregious human tragedies since the
Holocaust”
First-time signers include Rowan Williams, the former Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury, Catholic
Cardinals Charles Bo of Yangon (chairman of the Federation of Asian Bishops’ Conferences) and Ignatius Suharyo of Jakarta, Coptic Orthodox Archbishop of London, Archbishop Angaelos, a number of
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senior rabbis from Great Britain, several imams, the President of the Buddhist Society of Great Britain,
the representative of the Dalai Lama for Northern Europe, Poland and the Baltic States and the ex
ecutive director of the British Humanists. The statement says: “At least one million Uyghurs and other
Muslims in China are incarcerated in prison camps facing starvation, torture, murder, sexual violence,
slave labour and forced organ extraction. Outside the camps, basic religious freedom is denied. [...]
The clear aim of the Chinese authorities is to eradicate the Uyghur identity. [...] After the Holocaust,
the world said ‘Never Again.’ Today, we repeat those words ‘Never Again’, all over again.” The religious
leaders call for prayer, solidarity and action so that these crimes are investigated, those responsible are
brought to justice, and human dignity restored.
According to The Tablet, the statement by the religious leaders was preceded by two statements by
high-ranking Jewish representatives in England in which the rare step on the part of the Jews was
taken to draw comparisons between the Holocaust and the crimes against the Uyghurs (The Tablet
Aug. 9; https://zenit.org/2020/08/24/feature-chinas-persecution-of-uighur-one-of-most-egregious-human-tragedies-since-holocaust-international-faith-leaders-denounce/).

September 17, 2020:

China State Council publishes White Paper “Employment and
Labor Rights in Xinjiang”
Xinjiang has a large impoverished population to which religious extremism has contributed, according to the White Paper. Since the 18th Party Congress in 2012, Xinjiang has “vigorously implemented
employment projects, enhanced vocational training, and expanded employment channels and capacity.” Regarding vocational training, the document states that “Every year from 2014 to 2019 Xinjiang
provided training sessions to an average of 1.29 million urban and rural workers, of which 451,400
were in southern Xinjiang.” As a result, the trainees would have acquired skills and qualifications with
employment potential. The document mentions that the system for vocational training in Xinjiang
includes “vocational education and training centers” (职业技能教育培训中心) [the official Chinese
term for the re-education camps in Xinjiang, which have been set up in large numbers since 2017]. To
promote employment, Xinjiang has developed “satellite factories” and “poverty alleviation workshops”
to enable surplus rural workers to work near their hometowns – the White Paper continues. Since
2014, 117,000 people from Xinjiang have also found higher-income jobs in other parts of the country,
where they are supported by their employers with housing, medical care, etc., the White Paper says;
prior to that, they had been trained in language, law and urban living habits in accordance with market
demand. According to the document, forced labor is forbidden by law, prevented and punished. The
White Paper claims that labor rights are protected and that workers’ freedom of religious belief is being guaranteed. It says that people’s standard of living has noticeably improved, they are satisfied and
are optimistic about the future. According to the White Paper, this refutes the “false claims” made by
certain international forces that forced labor prevails in Xinjiang (http://english.www.gov.cn/archive/
whitepaper/202009/17/content_WS5f62cef6c6d0f7257693c192.html).
According to Merics, the White Paper was part of a larger China propaganda offensive on Xinjiang. On
September 23, the US Congress passed a “Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act,” including sanctions
against the Xinjiang Production and Development Corps, a state-military conglomerate and major
cotton and tomato producer. The Swedish clothing company H&M also ended its collaboration with
textile producers in Xinjiang.
On December 9, 2019, the chairman of the government of Xinjiang, Shohrat Zakir, announced that
all “trainees” from the “vocational education and training centers” in Xinjiang have now “graduated”
(Merics China Briefing Sept. 24; Xinhua Dec. 9, 2019).
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September 25, 2020:

Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) launches Xinjiang Data
Project Website on mosque destruction and detention centers in
Xinjiang – Study on forced labor
In the project, the institute evaluates satellite images. Results can be found on the website https://xjdp.
aspi.org.au. The Institute estimates that during the last three years around 8,450 mosques in Xinjiang
have been destroyed and another 7,550 have been damaged through, for example, the demolition of
domes or minarets. The figures are extrapolations from satellite analysis of 533 mosques. In addition,
the ASPI mapped and analyzed 380 suspected detention centers in Xinjiang that have been newly built
or expanded since 2017 (the beginning of the massive incarceration of Uyghurs and members of other
ethnic groups in Xinjiang as part of “de-radicalization measures”), including new buildings and expansions in 2019 and 2020. Most of the camps are located near industrial parks, which is confirmed by reports from former detainees that many inmates of the camps were subjected to forced labor, ASPI said.
Already on March 1, 2020, the report “Uyghurs for sale. ‘Re-education’, forced labor and surveillance
beyond Xinjiang” had been published by the ASPI. According to this report, between 2017 and 2019
around 80,000 Uyghurs from Xinjiang, some of them directly from re-education camps, were taken
to work in factories in Chinese provinces outside Xinjiang, where, according to the ASPI, they work
under conditions that suggest forced labor: they live in separate dormitories and under constant surveillance, have restricted freedom of movement, are not allowed to practice their religion, and receive
language and ideology lessons outside of working hours. ASPI said that these Chinese factories [according to information on their own websites] claim to be direct or indirect suppliers of 82 international brands in the technology, clothing and automotive sectors, including German companies such
as BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Adidas, Bosch and Siemens, but also Apple, Samsung, Nokia,
Nike, Bombardier, etc.
The ASPI was founded by the Australian government and is partially financed by the Australian
Ministry of Defense (aspi.org.au Sept. 25; FAZ Sept. 25; LICAS Sept. 25; www.aspi.org.au/report/uyghurs-sale).

September 28, 2020:

South China Morning Post (SCMP): Religious customs of the
Muslim Utsul on Hainan Island are under pressure
The Utsul are a small ethnic group of around 10,000 people who live in Sanya on the southern part of
Hainan Island. As far as the state is concerned, they are counted among the Chinese-speaking Hui Muslims because of their religion, but they have their own language that is similar to Malay. The SCMP has
obtained a “Working Document Regarding the Strengthening of Overall Governance over the Huixin
and Huihui Neighborhoods.” According to the newspaper, these are the only two neighborhoods in
Sanya where most residents are Utsul. The document, issued in 2019 by the local Communist Party
organization, states that mosques should be downsized when being rebuilt and should not show any
“Arab tendencies.” It further says that every mosque must have a party member on its administrative
body. Arabic script or the Chinese characters for halal or “Islamic” should be removed from shopfronts.
According to the document, party members who belong to the Utsul will be subject to investigations
to ensure they are not practicing Muslims and may be prosecuted if found to be religiously observant.
The hijab and the traditional long skirts of Utsul women are forbidden in schools and in the workplace,
the document says.
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A hijab ban imposed on schools in early September 2020 met with such resistance that it was temporarily lifted after hundreds of students refused to remove their headscarves.
Dru Gladney, an expert on Islam in China, told France 24 that the Sunni Utsul have never shown any
signs of being influenced by stricter branches of Islam such as Salafism. He said that they are the oldest Muslim community in China, their cemeteries going back to the 12th century. Katja Drinhausen
from Merics told the broadcaster that the situation in Hainan was “a textbook case of the evolution of
the Chinese Communist Party’s policies towards minorities under Xi Jinping;” a climate of “general
suspicion” of religious belief is cultivated, even against such a peaceful tiny group as the Utsul, she said
(France 24 Sept. 30; SCMP Sept. 28).

Protestantism
May 3, June 11, July 22, 2020:

Police actions against Xingguang Church in Xiamen
On May 3, June 11 and July 22, gatherings of parishioners were broken up by police forces, equipment and
furnishings were destroyed and raids were carried out on private homes. The community was charged
with violating religious affairs regulations for refusing to register. According to various reports, there were
arrests and use of violence against believers (AsiaNews May 5; chinaaid.net July 22; csw.org.uk June 15).
Isabel Friemann, China InfoStelle

Beginning of June 2020:

Churches open once again
At the end of May and the beginning of June, decrees and notices throughout the country were issued
in many provinces and directly controlled municipalities, which began the reopening of the Protestant
churches after a four-month phase of the Corona lockdown. In Zhejiang, the representatives of the
Christian Council and the Patriotic Three-Self Movement announced on May 31st an orderly restoration of Christian activities provided that they meet the requirements for carrying out preventive
measures and controls in relation to the pandemic. All Protestant churches were required to teach
patriotism lessons, to conduct a risk assessment and safety investigations, to draw up a catalog of controls and preventive measures, and to work out a strict emergency plan. In Jiangsu, the provincial religious authority scheduled a working meeting on May 30 to discuss necessary steps to properly restore
religious activities. In Chongqing, Holy Grace Church informed its members on June 1 that the first
service in the building would be held on June 7. Believers with noticeable symptoms such as fever,
shivering, dry cough, etc. were told to stay away and to seek medical treatment. All participants would
be required to wear masks, to give their personal details, to have their temperature checked, to sit at a
distance of 1 meter from one another and to comply with general hygiene rules. Believers living near
the church were advised to attend the evening service in order to reduce attendance at the two morning
services (chinachristiandaily.com June 3).
Isabel Friemann, China InfoStelle
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August 24, 2020:

China Source: Motives of Faith
In August, the Protestant website China Source published the results of a survey carried out by a Chinese pastor in 2017-2018. He received a good 10% of all questionnaires sent back, 1,655 filled out by
believers and 110 from church leaders from 18 provinces. 72% of the participants in the survey were
female (7% did not indicate their gender). With 22% university graduates, the level of education of the
faithful was higher than expected. According to the analysis of the study, the majority of the commu
nity members consisted of people between the ages of 40 and 60 years. 75% of the participants came
from Christian families. The most frequent answer to the question about the most important motives
for one’s own faith was the wish for “knowledge of the truth,” followed by “salvation after death,” followed by “healing experience,” “God’s help in life” and “the request for forgiveness of sins” (AsiaNews
Sept. 2; www.chinasource.org/resource-library/blog-entries/demographics-beyond-numbers-2).
Isabel Friemann, China InfoStelle

Middle of September 2020:

New pastor for Protestant German Language Congregation in
Beijing
At the end of August, Pastor Lorenz Bührmann traveled to China with his wife and, after two weeks of
quarantine, began his service as head of the Protestant German Language Congregation in Beijing in
mid-September. The official introduction to his office takes place on October 11 at the German Embassy, carried out by Pastor Dr. Annette Mehlhorn, Pastor Bührmann’s colleague in Shanghai. Lorenz
Bührmann was previously a pastor of the Berlin City Mission.
Isabel Friemann, China InfoStelle

September 23, 2020:

Three-Self Movement celebrates 70th Anniversary
On September 23, there was an official celebration in Shanghai to mark the 70th anniversary of the
Protestant Patriotic Three-Self Movement. The development of the organization has been recognized
as a great success and as an historic pioneering act for Christianity around the world. It was exemplary
in shaking off all foreign influences and identifying with the political goals of the state and party, it
said. Now the three-self-movement would work purposefully at the service of its own society, i.e. in
the realization of the “Chinese dream.” A memorial service was held in the Mu’en Church in Shanghai
on September 21. Celebrations of the Three-Self organizations at provincial and city level have been
announced throughout the country (ccctspm.org Sept. 23). See also the report in China heute, No. 2-3,
pp. 78-79 (in German).
Isabel Friemann, China InfoStelle
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Catholic Church
May 7, 2020:

Bishop Emeritus Joseph Zhu Baoyu of Nanyang, Henan Province,
dies aged 98
Bishop Zhu was born on July 2, 1921 in Pushan, Henan Province. He lost his father at the age of six
and then grew up in a Catholic orphanage in Jingang. He attended the minor seminary and studied
at the regional seminary of the Archdiocese of Kaifeng. He was consecrated by Bishop Fan Xueyan of
Baoding in 1957 and subsequently worked in various parishes in Nanyang. He spent many years in
prison and in labor camps until he was released in 1988. Zhu Baoyu was secretly ordained Auxiliary
Bishop of Nanyang on March 19, 1995, and took office as local bishop on November 23, 2002 at the age
of 81 after the death of Bishop Jin Dechen. In 2010, Bishop Zhu submitted his resignation to the Holy
See for reasons of age; Rome then installed Coadjutor Bishop Jin Lugang, who was secretly ordained in
2007, as his successor. However, shortly after his resignation, according to AsiaNews, Bishop Zhu asked
– perhaps under pressure – for recognition from the government, which finally installed him as ordinary bishop in 2011. As far as the government was concerned, he continued to be the Ordinary Bishop
despite his old age. From the perspective of the Holy See, however, Jin has been the local bishop and
Zhu has been a bishop emeritus since 2010. On January 30, 2019, the government officially installed
Bishop Peter Jin Lugang as coadjutor bishop, so that with Bishop Zhu’s death, Jin is now also officially
recognized as the Ordinary Bishop of Nanyang.
Bishop Zhu died in the convent of the Diocesan Congregation of the Sisters of the Immaculate Conception. Only 40 people were allowed to attend the funeral on May 9.
In February, Bishop Zhu tested positive for the Corona virus. He was the oldest Chinese person to survive the disease at the time, which earned him an article and a video in the Renmin Ribao.
The diocese of Nanyang now includes around 20,000 Catholics, 20 priests and around 50 religious
sisters (AsiaNews Jan. 30; Feb. 13, 2019; Feb. 17; May 7, 2020; RCTC 2019, No. 2, p. 14; Fides May 23,
2020; UCAN May 12, 2020).

June 19, 2020:

Xuanhua Underground Bishop Cui Tai arrested once again
The 70 year old Coadjutor Bishop Augustinus Cui Tai of Xuanhua, Hebei Province, has been arrested
several times and has been taken to an unknown location, according to believers. He was released on
January 20, 2020 in connection with the Chinese New Year and was probably allowed to stay with his
family until June because of the Corona pandemic. This period, according to AsiaNews, was the longest
period of freedom the bishop had been granted in recent years. Since 2007, Bishop Cui has been repeatedly detained in secret detention centers or hotels or placed under house arrest by the authorities without trial. Bishop Cui Tai was ordained a priest in 1990 and was appointed coadjutor bishop of Xuanhua
in 2013. The Ordinary of Xuanhua, Bishop Thomas Zhao Kexun, is already 96 years old (AsiaNews June
23; see also RCTC 2019, No. 2, pp. 15-16 and 2020, No. 2, p. 13).
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July 8, 2020:

AsiaNews publishes report on pressure being placed on
underground Church in Yujiang Diocese, Jiangxi
The report by Pietro Jiang, a Catholic from Yujiang , said that all underground clergy in Yujiang Diocese were recently banned from preaching and carrying out Church activities. That made the situation
ever worse than before, Jiang wrote. According to his report, authorities have closed many underground Church meeting places in recent years and intimidated Catholics who provided rooms for worship services. In some places the authorities have expelled underground priests and replaced them with
official priests. Especially since the Sino-Vatican Provisional Agreement, Yujiang underground Bishop
Peng Weizhao [consecrated 2014] and his priests have been increasingly pressured to register; according to Jiang, the bishop and most of his priests have so far refused. Since the official Church [which
has merged the five dioceses of the province into a single diocese of Jiangxi] has its own bishop [Li
Suguang, consecrated bishop of Nanchang / Jiangxi in 2010], it is unclear who would lead the Church
if the official and the underground community merge. After what happened in the case of Mindong
Diocese, Bishop Peng and his priests had little confidence in the authorities in this regard, Jiang said in
his report (AsiaNews July 8).

August 20, 2020:

Meeting in Xi’an on Catholic seminary education – Plan for
establishing uniform teaching programs and textbooks
More than 30 Catholic representatives with functions in the official Catholic governing bodies, including seven bishops and those responsible for the seminaries, took part in the meeting on “seminary
work.” Wang Lei, directress of the Office for Institutes for Religious Education in the 11th Bureau of the
Central United Front Department of the Communist Party, and a representative of Shaanxi Province
“attended the meeting to direct the work.” According to Bishop Ma Yinglin, it was convened to implement the “spirit” of the consultation in the Committee for Ethnic and Religious Affairs of the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference on July 27 (see entry in the section “Religious Policy”). Ms.
Wang Lei introduced a new legal norm, “Measures for the Administration of Institutes for Religious
Education,” which appears to be in the works. She called on the Catholic governing bodies – the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association and the Chinese Bishops’ Conference – to take responsibility for
the administration of the seminaries, to optimize the ideological-political education and to adhere to
the direction of Sinicization. Representatives of the various seminaries presented their teaching programs and made suggestions for general textbooks. A “Plan to Promote the Construction of a Teaching Program and Common Teaching Materials for All Catholic Theological-Philosophical Seminaries
(Draft)” was adopted (chinacatholic.cn Aug. 21).

Sino-Vatican Relations
May 24, 2020:

World Day of Prayer for the Catholic Church in China
After praying the Regina Caeli, broadcast from the library of the Apostolic Palace via multimedia,
Pope Francis said: “Let us join spiritually with the Catholic faithful in China, who today celebrate with
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particular devotion the Feast of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Help of Christians and Patroness of China,
venerated in the Shrine of Sheshan in Shanghai. Let us entrust to the guidance and protection of our
Heavenly Mother the pastors and faithful of the Catholic Church in that great country, so that they
may be strong in faith and steadfast in fraternal union, joyful witnesses and promoters of charity and
fraternal hope, and good citizens.”
He then continued, addressing the Chinese Catholics directly: “Dearest Catholic brothers and sisters
in China, I wish to assure you that the universal Church, of which you are an integral part, shares your
hopes and supports you in your trials of life. She accompanies you with prayer for a new outpouring
of the Holy Spirit, so that the light and beauty of the Gospel, God’s power for the salvation of whoever
believes, may shine within you. In expressing to you all once again my great and sincere affection, I impart a special Apostolic Blessing. May Our Lady keep you always!” (www.vatican.va/content/francesco/
en/angelus/2020/documents/papa-francesco_regina-coeli_20200524.html).
In 2007 Pope Benedict XVI had designated the Feast of Mary, Help of Christians (May 24) as the World
Day of Prayer for China. The pilgrimage to the Marian Shrine of Sheshan in Shanghai, mentioned by
the Pope, was cancelled in 2020 due to the Corona pandemic, as were the other pilgrimages in China
in the Marian month of May (cf. China heute 2020, No. 1, p. 4 [in German]).

June 9, 2020:

83 year old underground Bishop Lin Jiashan of Fuzhou (Fujian),
consecrated bishop in 1997, was officially installed as the local
ordinary on June 9, 2020
The ceremony was presided over by Bishop Cai Bingrui von Xiamen, head of the Patriotic Association
of Fujian Province. A representative of the official Bishops’ Conference (until now not recognized by
Rome) read the letter of approbation from the Bishops’ Conference.
According to the report on the website of the official Catholic governing bodies, the bishop pledged in
his oath, “to obey God’s commandments, to fulfil the pastoral duties of a bishop, to proclaim the Gospel
faithfully and to guide the priests and laity of the Diocese of Fuzhou to abide by the constitution of the
country, uphold national unity and social harmony, love the country and the Church, to adhere to the
orientation of the Catholic Church towards Sinicization and to contribute to the realization of the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.” The controversial promise to uphold the
principle of the Church’s independence [from foreign powers, i.e. from the Pope in Rome] was therefore not included in his oath. However, the oath was more “political” than that contained in the official
“Regulations of the Chinese Catholic Bishops’ Conference Regarding the Election and Consecration of
Bishops” of 2012, according to which the consecration candidate only has to swear “that he will hold
fast to the faith and teachings of Christ, be faithful to the one, holy, Catholic and apostolic Church and
faithful to the mother country, abide by the constitution and the laws and serve the people.”
The situation in the Archdiocese of Fuzhou is complicated. Traditionally the underground Church is
very strong but for years it has been divided. According to AsiaNews about 20 priests supported Bishop
Lin, while another groups of around 60 priests in the underground preferred the priest Lin Yuntuan. To
save the unity in the diocese, in 2007 the Vatican dismissed Bishop Lin and appointed Bishop Huang
Shoucheng of the neighbouring diocese of Mindong as administrator of Fuzhou. After the death of
Bishop Huang in 2016, Bishop Lin succeeded in getting the Vatican, which according to AsiaNews
actually wanted to appoint Lin Yuntuan as administrator, to reinstate him as local bishop. According to
AsiaNews, Bishop Lin Jiashan had for a long time wanted to formalize his relations with the authorities.
Only 40 or 50 of the 100 priests of the diocese attended the installation, among them also Lin Yuntuan.
Interestingly, in an interview with UCAN (Chinese edition), Lin Yuntuan described himself as the head
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of Bishop Lin’s office and said that he had already received the appointment from the Holy See as coadjutor bishop of Fuzhou. “The Pope has repeatedly stressed the need for dialogue with the government
to fight for the underground Church to be able to live a normal life of faith without being oppressed,”
Fr. Lin Yuntuan told UCAN.
Bishop Lin Jiashan, born in 1936, was secretly consecrated bishop in 1997. The Archdiocese of Fuzhou
is one of the largest dioceses in China, numbering around 300,000 faithful, more than 100 priests and
over 500 religious Sisters (AsiaNews June 9; chinacatholic.cn June 9; facebook.com/UCANChina June
9; UCAN June 10).
On January 30, 2019, the underground Bishop Jin Lugang had been officially installed as coadjutor bishop of Nanyang (Henan) (see RCTC 2019, No. 2, p. 14; and the entry of May 7 in the section
“Catholic Church”).

June 22, 2020:

Previously not officially recognized Bishop Li Huiyuan officially
installed as Bishop of Fengxiang (Shaanxi Province)
The ceremony was presided over by (Arch)Bishop Dang Mingyan of Xi’an, who is also one of the
vice-presidents of the Patriotic Association of Shaanxi Province; almost all other bishops of Shaanxi
attended: Bishop Tong Changping of Weinan, Bishop Wu Qinjing of Zhouzhi, Bishop Han Yingjin of
Sanyuan, Bishop Xu Hongwei of Hanzhong and Bishop Yang Xiaoting of Yan’an. According to UCAN,
all the priests of Fengxiang Diocese and the parish leaders of all the parishes of the diocese were also
present. The approbation of the official Bishops’ Conference was read out. Bishop Li Huiyuan’s oath
also included – according to the report of the official Catholic governing bodies on the installation –
adherence to the independence of the Church.
Under Bishop Lucas Li Jingfeng (1921–2017), Fengxiang Diocese was part of the underground Church
for a long time. In 2004 Lucas Li succeeded in having himself recognized by the State without having
to join the Patriotic Association. In 2011 he organized the election of Li Huiyuan (born in 1965) as his
successor in a process that complied with both canon law and the electoral regulations approved by the
Chinese government. Since no official consecration permission was granted, he secretly consecrated Li
Huiyuan as coadjutor bishop in 2014. When Bishop Lukas Li died in 2017, Bishop Li Huiyuan became
his successor, but without official recognition. In May 2019, the Patriotic Association of Baoji City, to
which Fengxiang belongs, was founded and Li Huiyuan was elected as its chairman.
According to AsiaNews, already in the days of Mgr. Lucas Li all the priests of Fengxiang agreed not to
be divided. There is also great unity with all the other dioceses of Shaanxi, which facilitates relations
with provincial authorities. The Diocese of Fengxiang numbers around 20,000 Catholics, 50 priests and
200 Sisters (AsiaNews June 22; chinacatholic.cn June 22; facebook.com/UCANChina June 22; UCAN
June 25).

July 9, 2020:

Underground Bishop Ma Cunguo officially installed as Bishop of
Shuozhou (Shanxi Province)
The ceremony was presided over by (Arch)Bishop Meng Ningyou of Taiyuan, who is also president
of the Patriotic Association of Shanxi Province; Shanxi Bishops Wu Junwei of Yuncheng and Ding
Lingbin of Changzhi also attended, and the letter of approbation of the official Bishops’ Conference
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was read. According to UCAN the ceremony was kept low key and was only made known on July 13
through a report in the Vatican Insider which is part of the Italian La Stampa.
Whereas, according to a July 16 report of China’s official Catholic governing bodies, Bishop Ma allegedly also promised in his oath to uphold the independence of the Church, AsiaNews and UCAN
reported that Bishop Ma took an oath of his own that made no mention of independence. According
to AsiaNews the text of the oath was circulated in the social media: “[…] I will keep God’s commandments, I will fulfill the responsibilities of my episcopal office, I will proclaim the Gospel faithfully, remaining faithful to the one, holy, Catholic and apostolic Church, giving my life to the pastoral mission
of announcing the Gospel. I will respect the teachings of the Apostle St. Peter: ‘For the sake of the Lord,
accept the authority of every human institution’ [1 Peter 2:13], and I will guide the priests and faithful
of the diocese to respect the Constitution and laws, to safeguard the unity of the country and social
harmony, to love the country and the Church, to adhere to the orientation towards Sinicization of the
Catholic Church, and to contribute to the realization of the Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation.”
Bishop Ma Cunguo, born in 1971, studied at the (official) seminary of Shanxi and in 2004 was secretly
consecrated as bishop at the age of only 33. He is said to have wanted official recognition for some
time. The small Diocese of Shuozhou has only around 10,000 faithful and about a dozen priests and
Sisters (AsiaNews July 18 [Chinese edition]; chinacatholic.cn July 16; facebook.com/UCANChina July
16; UCAN July 20; Vatican Insider July 13).

August 18, 2020:

Previously not officially recognized Bishop Jin Yangke officially
installed as Bishop of Ningbo (Zhejiang province) – fifth such case
since the Sino-Vatican agreement
The ceremony was presided over by Bishop Ma Yinglin of Kunming, president of the official Bishops’
Conference; the letter of approbation of the Bishops’ Conference was read. According to the report of
the official Catholic governing bodies on the installation, Bishop Jin’s oath also contained a commitment to the independence of the Church.
AsiaNews reports that the Diocese of Ningbo is “very united and dynamic”; Bishop Jin is described as
a good pastor, loved by his faithful. Bishop Jin Yangke, born in1958, had always belonged to the official
Church, and since 1990 he worked openly as a priest in the Diocese of Ningbo. His predecessor Bishop
Hu Xiande consecrated him as coadjutor bishop secretly in 2012, probably to prevent participation of
an illegitimate bishop in the consecration. In 2017 Bishop Jin became president of the Patriotic Association of Ningbo. That same year, after the death of Bishop Hu Xiande, he took over the leadership
of the diocese. Official recognition, however, came only now. The Diocese of Ningbo has about 30,000
faithful, 29 priests and 30 religious Sisters (AsiaNews August 19; chinacatholic.cn August 18; facebook.
com/UCANChina August 18; UCAN August 19).
Thus, since the Sino-Vatican agreement of 2018, so far (as of October 15, 2020) five bishops ordained
by papal appointment years ago but not officially recognized have been officially installed. If we add
to these the underground Bishop Zhuang Jianjian of Shantou, who was recognised by the authorities
as “bishop emeritus” on January 22, 2019, a total of six secretly consecrated bishops was officially recognised during this period. According to the Holy Spirit Study Centre in Hong Kong, at the end of 2019
there were still 31 underground bishops not recognized by the government, 16 of whom were in office.
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September 10, 2020:

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson calls
implementation of the agreement “smooth,” but says nothing
about renewal
At the regular press conference, a journalist from Phoenix TV asked Foreign Affairs spokesman Zhao
Lijian whether he could confirm reports saying that China and the Vatican were negotiating a renewal
of the 2018 agreement and that it was hoped it could be extended for two years in the coming weeks.
Zhao Lijian replied: “With the concerted efforts from both sides, the interim agreement on the appointment of bishops between China and the Vatican has been implemented smoothly since it was signed
nearly two years ago. Since the beginning of this year, the two sides have lent mutual support to each
other amid COVID-19 pandemic, stayed committed to upholding global public health security, and
accumulated greater mutual trust and consensuses through a series of positive interactions. The two
sides will continue to maintain close communication and consultation and improve bilateral relations”
(fmprc.gov.cn Sept. 10).

September 14, 2020:

Secretary of State Cardinal Pietro Parolin: The Agreement expires
only in October, the Vatican would like to renew it ad
experimentum; results until now were “not particularly striking”
On the margins of a lecture on 45 years of the Helsinki Final Act of the CSCE, Cardinal Parolin answered questions from some journalists about the provisional agreement with China. According to
the Catholic news agency Zenit, the Cardinal said: “The Agreement has not yet expired,” adding that
this will only happen in October, two years from when it entered into force. To the question whether
it seems likely that the Agreement would be renewed Parolin responded: “Yes, I really think so, our
intention is that it be prolonged, that we continue to adopt it ad experimentum, as has been done in
these two years, in order to further verify its usefulness for the Church in China.” Asked whether he
thought China is interested in renewing it, the Cardinal replied: “I think and hope so, even if these first
results were not particularly striking, however, it seems that a direction has been marked that is worth
continuing, then we will see at the end of this further period what to do.” He stated further: “[...] our
interest is to normalize life as much as possible, so that the Church can live a normal life which for the
Catholic Church is also to have relations with the Holy See and with the Pope and then that there is
unity within the Chinese Church” (Zenit Sept. 14).

September 19 / October 1, 2020:

US Foreign Minister: Renewal of the Agreement endangers the
moral authority of the Vatican – He is received by Cardinal Parolin
instead of Pope Francis
Mike Pompeo on September 19 wrote on his Twitter account: “Two years ago, the Holy See reached an
agreement with the Chinese Communist Party, hoping to help China’s Catholics. Yet the CCP’s abuse of
the faithful has only gotten worse. The Vatican endangers its moral authority should it renew the deal.”
He had made a similar statement the day before in the magazine First Things. When he travelled to Italy
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on September 30, Pope Francis refused to receive him on the grounds that he was in the midst of the
election campaign; instead, on October 1, Pompeo met Cardinal Secretary of State Parolin (Catholic
News Service Sept. 22; UCAN Oct. 2).

September 22, 2020:

Second anniversary of the signing of the Provisional Agreement
between the Holy See and the People’s Republic of China on the
Appointment of Bishops
On September 22, 2018 the Under-Secretary of State for the Holy See’s relations with the States, Msgr.
Antoine Camilleri, and the Chinese Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Wang Chao, signed a Provisional Agreement on the Appointment of Bishops. On the same day Pope Francis announced his
decision to readmit to full ecclesial communion the last eight remaining “official” bishops (one of them
posthumously) who had been consecrated without a papal mandate. The content of the agreement is
unknown – according to Gerard O’Connell in America, the Chinese side had insisted on secrecy.
As it had been leaked that the agreement had been concluded for two years, it was generally expected
that it would expire on September 22, 2020. Catholics in China told UCAN that they were confused
because by September 22 there was no news of an extension (americamagazine.org Sept. 15; facebook.
com/UCANChina Sept. 22).

September 22, 2020:

Foreign Ministry Spokesperson speaks of good communication
between China and the Vatican, however there was again no
statement about a renewal of the Agreement
In response to the question of a journalist the foreign ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin said: “The
China-Vatican provisional agreement on appointment of bishops has been working smoothly since it
was reached two years ago, thanks to the concerted efforts, and Catholicism in China has witnessed
sound development. The two sides will maintain close communication and consultation to continuously improve bilateral relations. There is good communication between the two sides. China holds a
sincere and positive attitude towards advancing relations with the Vatican side. We welcome exchanges
between the two sides with an open attitude” (fmprc.gov.cn Sept. 22).

September 29, 2020:

Head of Vatican media: the Provisional Agreement expires on
October 22; “positive results” invite to “continue longer in its
present form”
Andrea Tornielli, editor-in-chief of the Vatican media, wrote in an editorial in Vatican News that the
Provisional Agreement on the Appointments of Bishops, “which went into effect a month later [i.e.
one month after it was signed on September 22, 2018], will expire this coming 22 October. Signed in
Beijing, the term of the ad experimentum Provisional Agreement was set for two years after which it
would eventually be definitively confirmed or some other decision reached.” This was the first offi-
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cial indication by either party of the concrete expiry date of the Provisional Agreement. The Agreement “exclusively treats the process for the appointment of bishops,” according to Tornielli. The goal
of the Agreement, therefore, “was always genuinely pastoral,” namely, “to permit the Catholic faithful
to have bishops in full communion with the Successor of Peter who are at the same time recognized
by the authorities of the People’s Republic of China.” The first two years, according to Tornielli, “led to
new episcopal appointments with Rome’s agreement, some of which were officially recognized by the
government in Beijing. Even though contact was blocked in recent months due to the pandemic, the
results have been positive, although limited.” They suggest “going forward with the application of the
Agreement in its present form for another determined period of time” (vaticannews.va Sept. 29).

October 4, 2020:

Auxiliary Bishop Guo Xijin of Mindong announces his resignation
Before the signing of the provisional Sino-Vatican agreement
on the appointment of bishops,
Bishop Guo (born in 1958) was

the ordinary bishop of Mindong
Diocese, though not recognised
by the government, leading the
large underground community of
the diocese of over 80,000 faithful
and 57 priests, whereas at that time
only about 4,000 faithful and 8
priests belonged to the official part
of the diocese, which was led by
the still illegitimate Bishop Zhan
Silu. At Rome’s request, Bishop
Bishop Guo Xijin giving a talk. This photo was taken a few years ago,
Guo agreed to submit as an aux
it circulates in various networks, e.g. in AsiaNews and UCAN.
iliary bishop with his priests to the
now legitimate Bishop Zhan who
had been appointed diocesan bishop by the Pope. On April 18, 2019, the two bishops and all the priests
of Mindong Diocese celebrated the Chrism Mass together. However, after continued pressure by the
authorities on underground priests to sign a declaration in support of the Church’s independence, Auxiliary Bishop Guo withdrew his application for state recognition in May 2019. On September 1, 2020,
once again an underground priest of the diocese, Liu Maochun, was taken away by the authorities for
17 days in order to force him to join the official Church, as all but 20 priests of the underground clergy
of Mindong had already done by then.
On October 4, 2020, Auxiliary Bishop Guo Xijin declared his resignation from office and his retreat
into a life of prayer (see the English translation of his letter of resignation at www.asianews.it/newsen/Bishop-Guo-Xijin:-I-resign-because-I-am-incompetent-and-not-in-step-with-the-times-51217.
html). Perhaps he had also hoped for more clarifying support from Rome in this situation. In his letter
of resignation, however, he makes it clear that he does not question the Pope’s decision to make Bishop
Zhan head of the diocese and that all priests of the diocese validly administer the sacraments.
Mindong was considered a pilot project for the implementation of the agreement on the appointment
of bishops (AsiaNews Sept. 17, 18; Oct. 5). Cf. RCTC 2019, No. 2, pp. 11-12; 16; No. 3, p. 13; No. 4, p.
13; 2020, No. 1, p. 10; No. 2, pp. 13-14.
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Hong Kong
June 1, 2020:

Resumption of Holy Mass in Hong Kong
Due to the Corona pandemic, public Holy Masses were not allowed to be celebrated in Hong Kong’s
Catholic churches from February 15 to May 31. From June 1 onwards, the faithful were allowed to
participate in weekday Masses and from June 7 onwards in Sunday Masses. However, due to rising
infection rates, services were again suspended from July 15 to October 1. From October 2, weekday
Masses were again celebrated in public, and from October 4, Sunday Masses. This is done under strict
hygiene measures and with only half the normal number of participants. When entering the churches,
the faithful must wear face masks, have their temperature measured and disinfect their hands. Only
hand communion is permitted (catholic.org.hk; Hong Kong Sunday Examiner May 22; UCAN June 2;
July 29).

June 4, 2020:

In spite of the prohibition, rallies were held in remembrance of
the Tian’anmen massacre
Although the police had banned gatherings of more than eight people for “health reasons,” thousands
of people flocked to Victoria Park on the evening of June 4 to commemorate during the traditional
vigil the victims of the Tian’anmen Square massacre in Beijing on June 4, 1989. Rallies were also held
in many other places in Hong Kong. Lee Cheuk-yan, President of the Hong Kong Alliance in Support
of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China, which arranges the annual memorial, said that it did not
just concern the past but also the future of Hong Kong. In the park people sat together in groups of
eight. The police mainly held back. This year there were especially many young persons and students
there; in recent years they had drifted away from the Victoria Park vigil, arguing that the organizers
should direct the focus more on the situation in Hong Kong. To Lee this was a sign of renewed unity of
purpose in the call for democracy in China as in Hong Kong. In seven Catholic churches holy Masses
were celebrated that evening in memory of the dead; one of the Masses was presided by Auxiliary
Bishop Ha (cf. his homily in the documentation of this number) (AsiaNews June 5; Aug. 7).

July 1, 2020:

National Security Law comes into force
On June 30 the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Safeguarding National Security in the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region was adopted. It entered into force on 1 July and was annexed
to the Hong Kong Basic Law. It was written without the participation of the political institutions or
the people of Hong Kong and was adopted unanimously by the Standing Committee of the National
People’s Congress in Beijing. In its 66 articles, the Hong Kong Security Law thus introduces the crimes
of secession, subversion, terrorism and collusion with foreign forces to endanger China’s national security. The law had already caused great concern among pro-democracy forces in Hong Kong in the
run-up to the event, as there were fears that it would further undermine the autonomy of the Special
Administrative Region and that any opposition could potentially be criminalised. An Office for Safe-
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guarding National Security set up by Beijing in Hong Kong and ranked above local jurisdiction has the
power to implement the new law.
Since the Security Law came into force, a number of arrests of journalists, political activists and businessmen have apparently been made in connection with the Security Law, including Jimmy Lai, founder of the opposition newspaper Apple Daily, Martin Lee, founder of the Democratic Party, Lee Cheukyan, co-founder of the Labour Party. On September 24, Joshua Wong, the best-known face of the Hong
Kong democracy movement, was also briefly arrested, but was released on bail after his arrest.
As Fr. Gianni Criveller PIME, who has lived in Hong Kong for many years, writes (see his article “Hong
Kong Taken Over by the National Security Law” in this issue of RCTC), ecclesial communities and
religions could come into direct focus at a later time “after Beijing has secured control of the nerve
centres of the city.”
In Hong Kong Cardinals John Tong and Joseph Zen gave different verdicts on the Security Law. In
an interview with the diocesan magazine Kung Kao Po at the end of June, Cardinal Tong said that the
National Security Law would not harm religious freedom, nor the right of the Church to speak out on
social issues. At the same time, he called on Beijing and the local government to address the concerns
of the Hong Kong people. Regarding relations with the Vatican, Cardinal Tong said: “The Hong Kong
Catholic Church has always had a direct relationship with the Vatican; the relationship between the
Hong Kong diocese and the Vatican should be regarded as an internal matter” and not as “collusion
with foreign forces.” Cardinal Zen, on the other hand, expressed concern. “The National Security Law
[...] cannot completely guarantee true religious freedom. [...] I have no confidence,” said the cardinal
in a video on Facebook. Freedom of religion also means that no government involvement is needed in
the handling of the affairs of the Church, he added (AsiaNews June 24; July 3; focus.de Sept. 24; LICAS
July 1; tagesschau.de June 30).

July 5, 2020:

Journalists: In his Angelus address, Pope Francis planned to
include words on Hong Kong, but did not deliver them
As several journalists revealed, the manuscript of the Pope’s message after the Angelus Prayer, distributed to journalists under embargo about an hour earlier, contained a passage on Hong Kong that Pope
Francis did not deliver. According to the journalist Marco Tosatti – without Vatican confirmation however – that passage reads: “Recently, I have followed with particular attention and not without concern
the development of the complex situation in Hong Kong, and I wish to show above all my heartfelt
closeness to all the inhabitants of that territory.” The topics were sensitive in the current context and
he hoped, “that all the people involved will know how to face the various problems with a spirit of
far-sighted wisdom and authentic dialogue. This requires courage, humility, non-violence, and respect
for the dignity and rights of all. I thus express the desire that societal freedom, and especially religious
freedom, be expressed in full and true liberty, as indeed various international documents provide for
it. I accompany with my constant prayer the entire Catholic community and all people of good will in
Hong Kong.”
While some journalists suspected that behind the incident Beijing was “gagging” the Pope, others saw
it as an indirect way of expressing concern about Hong Kong without offending Beijing (marcotosatti.
com July 5; South China Morning Post July 9).
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September 21, 2020:

In his pastoral letter, Cardinal Tong calls for unity
In the pastoral letter dated September 21, 2020 entitled “In Communion with the Church,” the Apostolic Administrator of Hong Kong Diocese, Cardinal John Tong, denounced “with pastoral solicitude”
some negative attitudes which have also found their way into Church circles, thus causing division,
such as justification of violence, slander and rejection of dissenters without willingness to dialogue
and reconciliation. Even if, as everywhere else, there may be different views on social and political
issues among the faithful, these should not lead to a division in the Church. In harsh words, Cardinal
Tong also opposed the supposed “right” of Catholics to publicly criticise the Church or even to “slander” Church leaders. This too, he said, creates division in the Church. The laity should “obey and duly
respect their pastors” (Lumen Gentium). To Catholics, who look gloomily to the future, he calls for a
deeper faith in God. In September the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese also issued a “Prayer for Hong
Kong Society and the Church.”
The pastoral letter led to controversial discussions in the diocese, some wondered whether the letter
was really written by Cardinal Tong, as it did not correspond to his earlier, rather moderate style of
writing, they thought.
Cardinal Tong had written further pastoral letters on July 29 and August 28. The first was a family letter
on the Corona pandemic, the second went to the priests and deacons of the diocese. In it the Cardinal wrote, among other things, that priests and faithful have a prophetic role and that it is sometimes
necessary to point out social problems in the sermon. However, the purpose of the sermon was not
to convey personal views, e.g. on political issues. Attacking someone through insinuations, inciting
hatred or social unrest was contrary to the spirit of Christ and inappropriate in the liturgy. According
to Cardinal Tong, the faithful expect consoling, constructive and encouraging words in today’s critical
situation. Priests and deacons should pay careful attention to their words and deeds both in and outside
of Mass. This letter also aroused opposition among some clerics (Apple Daily Aug. 28; CNA Sept. 1;
facebook.com/UCANChina Sept. 25; Hong Kong Sunday Examiner July 31; https://catholic.org.hk/en/
pastoralletter-in-communion-with-the-church/).

October 1, 2020:

Cardinal Zen may not give mooncakes to prisoners
Since according to statements of the prison authorities distributing mooncakes constitutes a “political
activity,” Cardinal Zen Ze-kiun of Hong Kong could not distribute the traditional mooncakes at the
Mid-Autumn Festival to prisoners this year. Since 2010 the Cardinal has made that gesture, and in 2013
the campaign was even sponsored by Pope Francis. The Cardinal collects donations for it every year.
The social media discussed whether the prohibition was connected to the National Security Law that
came into force for Hong Kong on July 1, 2020 (AsiaNews Sept. 10).

Taiwan
May 4, 2020:

Catholic Churches open again in the Archdiocese of Taipei
After 45 days of lockdown, according to AsiaNews, public worship services will be held again in the
Archdiocese of Taipei from 4 May, subject to conditions. According to regulations, not more than 100
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faithful may participate in a Mass, they have to register, allow for a temperature check, disinfect their
hands and keep the required distance from one another in the church. Taiwan has so far come through
the pandemic relatively unscathed thanks to prevention and early and consistent protection measures
(AsiaNews May 5).

July 18, 2020:

New Archbishop of Taipei installed in office
The new Archbishop Thomas Chung An-zu was installed in office on July 18 at Chung Mei Hall in Fu
Jen Catholic University. Some 1,000 people, including representatives of other faiths and government
officials, attended the ceremony. Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-wen was also present; at the end she gave
a talk in which she praised the contribution of the Church to society and the fruitful work up till then
of the new Archbishop with the youth. In Church circles the presence of the President was seen as a
political sign towards Mainland China.
The 68-year-old Archbishop Chung is the eighth Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Taipei, succeeding
Archbishop John Hung Shan-chuan SVD, who resigned on May 23 because of age. Chung told UCAN
that his appointment would not have a major impact on relations between China, Taiwan and the
Vatican. The Vatican continued to be concerned about relations with Taiwan, with no vacancy for the
episcopate in Taipei, and the Holy See’s Taipei Chargé d’Affaires, Mgr Arnaldo Catalan, had visited him
before leaving Chiayi to learn about the situation of the Church. “I can assure you that the Vatican’s
relations with Taiwan will develop normally,” said Chung.
Archbishop Chung was born in 1952 in Yunlin and ordained priest in the diocese of Tainan in 1981.
He gained a doctoral degree in moral theology in Rome. In 2006 he was made auxiliary bishop of the
Archdiocese of Taipei and in 2008 Bishop of Chiayi. In addition, he was a member of the board of Fu
Jen Catholic University and Rector of the Regional Seminary of Taiwan. On July 8, 2020 Archbishop
Chung was named as a member of the Pontifical Council for Inter-religious Dialogue. Up till the present he was actively involved in ecclesial contacts with Buddhists, Daoists and the representatives of
other religions and is a member of the Committee for Interreligious Dialogue of the Taiwan Regional
Bishops’ Conference (Fides May 23; Taipei Times July 20; UCAN May 26; July 22).

September 1, 2020:

Taiwan: More Suicides among the youth
The number of suicides among young people in Taipei has risen rapidly over the past two years due
to mental health problems, the Taipei Department of Health reported in late August. Whereas last
year 339 people voluntarily ended their lives in the city, a decrease of ten percent compared to 2018,
the number of 15–24 years olds rose from 17 to 28, an increase of 64.7 percent. The Taipei Centre for
Suicide Prevention cited mental problems (36.3 percent), difficulties within the family and in love relationships (32.9 percent) as well as school problems (10.7 percent) as reasons for suicide among young
people. The mayor of Taipei, Ko Wen-je, told the Taipei Times on 1 September 2020 that many people
find it too embarrassing to see a doctor if they have emotional problems or thoughts of suicide. He said
that depression could be treated very well with medication – and psychotherapy (Taipei Times, Sept. 1).
Willi Boehi
This “News Update” was first published in China heute 2020, No. 2-3, pp. 83-93 (in German). Unless
otherwise indicated, all source references in the “News Update” refer to the year 2020.
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Hong Kong Taken Over by the National Security Law
Gianni Criveller1
Sunday September 6, 2020, was another (yet again!) black day for Hong Kong. Three
hundred arrests on the day of the postponed parliamentary elections. By means of the
convenient alibi of contagion, which was clearly a pretext as fortunately the pandemic is
definitely under control in Hong Kong, coronavirus provided the easy way out, functioning as a subsidiary for anti-democratic policies. It was evident, after the administrative
elections of November 2019, that the democratic parties would win all the directly elected
seats available to them. In the meantime, some particularly controversial candidates had
been “disqualified” and could no longer be included in the electoral roll. Moreover, Beijing
froze the current parliament for another year. The majority of the seats therefore remain
with the pro-China coalition. One wonders whether Hong Kong will ever again have a
parliament in which people can elect at least part of the seats; or even if there will again
be fair elections ...

Hong Kong before July 1, 2020 …
In the last few years, Hong Kong has proven to be a civil society of the highest quality,
pluralistic and free. For decades, Hong Kong has seen the most peaceful and educated
political demonstrations of the entire planet. I was there, I can testify. The aspirations
of the people of Hong Kong deserve respect and recognition. Maybe the pan-democrats
have made political errors (as some say), but I do not see how errors in political strategies
can justify the suppression of citizens’ freedoms. The requests for the introduction of true
democracy were in line with the Basic Law, the Hong Kong mini-constitution, and with
the promises and assurances offered to the people of Hong Kong in the years prior to the
Handover to China in 1997. It is a grave responsibility not to have listened to the peaceful
voice of the people.
Some of the 2019 demonstrations had terrible episodes of violence and vandalism.
Violence by some police agents; violence by mafia and political infiltrators, violence by
a minority of protesters. The latter have perhaps acted out of desperation; perhaps out of
youthful political incompetence; perhaps because they are simply and inexcusably violent.
I repeat here what I have said and written whenever I could: violence is always wrong and
Father Gianni Criveller of the Pontifical Institute for Foreign Missions is dean of studies and a teacher at PIME
International Missionary School of Theology in Milan, Italy. He taught in Greater China for 27 years and is a
lecturer in mission theology and the history of Christianity in China at the Holy Spirit Seminary College of Philosophy and Theology in Hong Kong. He is also Research Fellow at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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is always to be condemned. Politically, violence is counterproductive. The violence by the
few handed the justification on a silver platter to the opponents of democracy and freedom to suppress a popular and peaceful movement.

… and after National Security Law on July 1
Hong Kong, July 1, 2020: the very day when Hong Kong, as we have known and loved it,
ceased to live. Hong Kong is now in new, unknown and, we fear, very dangerous territory.
Elsewhere I wrote that we are in a situation of nepantla, an Aztec word I learned in Mexi
co: it means “being in the middle.” And not knowing where to go or what to do. Hong
Kong is in transition from a familiar situation to an unknown and distressing one.
Last July 1, thousands of people took to the street. Since 1997, this has been a day dedi
cated to massive and peaceful marches in favor of democracy. This year it was not author
ized and it may have been, I believe, the last popular and spontaneous march in Hong
Kong. The National Security Law [Law of the People’s Republic of China on Safeguarding
National Security in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region] had entered into effect at 11 pm of the previous night. Only very few people could have known the text of the
law, yet dozens of people were arrested.
Differently from the Basic Law, the security legislation was written without any partici
pation of Hong Kong’s political institutions or people. Neither the Parliament, nor even
Chief Executive Carrie Lam, were aware of its content during the drafting process. Yet, the
new law has now been inserted, as an annex, into Hong Kong Basic Law. In its 66 articles,
the law introduces into Hong Kong the crimes of secession, subversion, terrorism, and
collusion with foreign forces [to endanger national security].
Although these four crimes are penalized in most countries in the world, in China
such accusations are instrumental in repressing all forms of dissent, even peaceful and
legitimate ones. Will this happen in Hong Kong as well? According to the new law, the
four crimes are punishable with harsh sentences, ranging from 10 years up to life imprisonment.
Only Beijing will interpret the law (i.e. not the local supreme court) and in case of
conflict between local and national jurisdictions, the latter prevails. In any case of doubt,
the Chinese original prevails over the English translation. Some “complicated cases” can
be tried behind closed doors and the accused can be extradited and brought to court in
China. Suspected people can be subjected to wiretapping and surveillance.
A political security agency sent by Beijing, higher than local jurisdiction, has the power
to implement the new law. This is indeed a worrisome development. Officials from secu
rity agencies were already operating in the city, but not in an open and authorized fashion.
Now they are.

A New Political, Social and Cultural Atmosphere …
Since July 1, the character of Hong Kong has changed: the city is simply no longer the
same. It used to be a free city, now it is not. Hong Kong is less and less an autonomous,
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special and international city, and ever more a city among other Chinese cities. If Hong
Kong is not Hong Kong, it will die.
The law on security looms like a boulder over many crucial areas of social, associative
and cultural life, in schools and universities. Benny Tai, one of the promoters of Occupy
Central movement in 2014, was fired by the University of Hong Kong. Many believe the
University authority was under pressure, as the University Senate recommended against
dismissal. In fact, Hong Kong Liaison Office [of Beijing government] emphatically defined
Tai’s dismissal as a victory of virtue and a defeat of evil. The Liaison Office was once called
de facto China embassy in Hong Kong, now it would be better defined as the de facto
shadow government in Hong Kong.
The political climate in Hong Kong is increasingly similar to that of China: criticizing
the authorities becomes a crime. Many people have deleted from their social media what
they have written in the recent past. Many journalists wonder if they can continue to do
their jobs as before. I am afraid not. Quite obviously there is no longer room for the free
expression of different or dissenting thinking. Many people have adopted self-censorship:
the “political” topics are avoided in public conversations and in social networks. “We no
longer say what we think” – a friend of mine told me – “we have to learn to shut up.”
Anson Chan, Hong Kong’s popular number two politician for many years, retreated
into private life just a few days before July 1. In summer 2019 China media labeled her,
together with Martin Lee, Jimmy Lai and Albert Ho (more on them below), as “a gang of
four” inciting revolution in Hong Kong.
Joshua Wong, leader of the 2014 umbrella movement, closed his political party. Many
other grassroots social or political organizations have disappeared.

… and High Profile Arrests
Even more distressingly, since the law came into force, journalists, political activists, and
businessmen have been arrested on charges related to the Security Law. Agnes Chow, the
young woman number two in the 2014 Umbrella movement, a former altar girl from a
Catholic parish, was (again) arrested on August 10, accused of “colluding with foreign
forces,” a crime that, if convicted, can be punished by up to life imprisonment. She has
been hailed as the “new real Mulan” by her supporters in Hong Kong (Mulan is a legendary Chinese heroine who fought to save her family and country).
Jimmy Lai, the media mogul founder of opposition newspaper Apple Daily, was arrested
with several other persons, including his son, on August 10, accused of collusion with foreign forces. Lai was already arrested along with another 14 of the most visible leaders of
the democratic opposition on April 18.
The most well known among them is 81-year-old lawyer Martin Lee, the popular “father
of democracy” in Hong Kong. Lee, founder of the Democratic Party, participated in the
drafting of the Basic Law, Hong Kong’s constitutional charter. I remember him addressing
the people of Hong Kong from the balcony of the Parliament, asking for democracy on the
fateful night of the handover on July 1, 1997.
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Also arrested on April 18 was Lee Cheuk-yan, co-founder of the Labour Party and former chairman of the Hong Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements
in China. He is considered a hero in Hong Kong for bringing help to the protesting youth
in Tian’anmen Square in June 1989. He has already been arrested on an earlier date as well:
February 28, 2020. Last November 2019 Lee Cheuk-yan spoke at various venues in Milan
about Hong Kong. Originally, it was Albert Ho, also among the arrested, who was invited
to Italy. But Ho was mysteriously assaulted just before the trip to Italy; consequently he
could not travel. In a theater of Milan packed with 700 hundred attentive people, Lee and
I spoke about Hong Kong’s struggle for democracy.
Among the others arrested in April were some notable local parliamentarians such as
Margaret Ng, Leung Kwok-hung (known by all as “Long Hair”), and Cyd Ho. They are
now out on bail, awaiting trial.
At the end of August, a dozen activists who tried to reach Taiwan by sea were arrested:
they ended up directly in the hands of the police of the People’s Republic of China. Up to
now they could not obtain legal assistance.

World Reactions?
The national security law is extremely far reaching. Article 38 gives jurisdiction over people of any nationality anywhere in the world. Hong Kong police have issued warrants for
people currently in England and the United States. Among them Nathan Law, an activist
and disqualified former lawmaker; Simon Cheng, former staff member of the British consulate general in Hong Kong, now in asylum in London; and Samuel Chu. The latter is an
American citizen who has lived in the United States for more than 20 years, leader of the
Hong Kong Democracy Council in Washington, which supports Hong Kong’s basic freedoms, the rule of law, and autonomy.
Some commentators consider the Hong Kong issue an episode of the struggle for world
supremacy between China and the United States; or of the trade war between the two super
powers. I find this utterly unfair. Only those who do not know Hong Kong can assert
something like that. The Hong Kong popular demonstrations and massive elections of last
November were the rightful aspiration of a city and its people. Hong Kong has only to lose
in being considered a pawn in the complicated chessboard of the clash between Beijing
and Washington.
After the Security Law came into effect, Great Britain promised hospitality to Hong
Kong residents with a British National Overseas (BNO) passport. However, if and to what
extent the promise will be kept by the former colonizers, who signed an international
agreement with China in 1984, has to be seen.
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Britain, and other English speaking countries plus
Germany have suspended extradition treaties with Hong Kong. These countries fear that
Hong Kong’s criminal justice system is no longer independent of China and that anyone
extradited to Hong Kong may end up in Mainland China.
Overall, diplomatic reactions to Hong Kong falling into the National Security policy
have been quite weak. The Vatican was silent as well. Apparently, the Pope was ready to
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mention Hong Kong on Sunday July 5. For some unknown reason, during the Angelus
prayer the Pope did not pronounce the short speech already released, under embargo, to
the authorized media. I have to say that many Hong Kong faithful feel as if the Holy See
has abandoned them. No wonder the Catholic Church finds herself in much distress.

Catholic Church in Dire Difficulty
The Catholic Church then. The Catholic community is experiencing a moment of extraordinary difficulty. While I am writing this, churches are still closed due to the coronavirus.
This prolonged suspension of liturgical and ecclesial life can only increase distrust, demoralization and a sense of powerlessness. And the division within the Catholic community
might become ever more grave. I believe that most Catholics, and certainly more or less all
young Catholics, full-heartedly support the aspirations for freedom and democracy. They
relate for leadership to outspoken Cardinal Joseph Zen and Auxiliary Bishop Joseph Ha.
The Justice and Peace Commission of Hong Kong Diocese was also active, always peacefully, in the front line of the movement for democracy. Most leaders of the pro-democracy
camp (including those mentioned above) are Catholic (Martin Lee, Anson Chan, Agnes
Chow, Jimmy Lai among others …). Others, including Lee Cheuk-yan, Joshua Wong, Baptist Pastor Chu Yiu-ming, and the academician-theologian Benny Tai, belong to Evangelical communities. But not all Catholic faithful nor all priests and deacons support the
movement. Some are on the pro-government side and blame the movement for bringing
disorder and disaster to Hong Kong.
Since January 3, 2019 the Catholic diocese is without an ordinary bishop, as nearly
two years have passed since the death of Bishop Michael Yeung. Hong Kong found itself
without a strong, authoritative leadership, with full powers, at its most difficult moment
in its recent history (I believe since Lorenzo Bianchi became bishop while under arrest in
China, in 1951). There is a risk – God forbid – of further polarization of sentiments and
positions. According to shared knowledge, there were two obvious candidates for leadership of the most important Chinese diocese in the world: Auxiliary bishop Joseph Ha,
a Franciscan sympathetic to the democratic movement; and Vicar General Peter Choy,
considered by some as the preferred choice by both Vatican and China. News of imminent
announcement was never followed by actual appointment. And maybe, just maybe, the
process for the selection of the Bishop has started from scratch.
The apostolic administrator Cardinal John Tong, a moderate and decent man, inclined
to dialogue and to “low profile,” was reluctantly called back into the limelight from his
retirement. His initiatives, although undertaken (I am sure) in good faith and in view of
what he believes to be the good of the Church in a difficult moment, arouse perplexity and
even regret or opposition in large areas of the ecclesial community.

Three Controversial Initiatives
On August 11, the diocesan authority wrote to principals and supervisors of Catholic
primary and secondary schools (the about 300 schools are a flagship of the city’s Catholi
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cism) inviting them to enhance students’ awareness of the new security legislation. The
letter suggests that teachers are to “foster the correct values of national identity” and to
encourage patriotic “values.” Schools are also invited to avoid politicization and “unilat
eral promotion of political messages, positions or views.”
In late August, the diocese called on the Justice and Peace Commission, always committed in the social and political field with courageous positions, to suspend the fundraising campaign for publishing a prayer in local newspapers. The diocese disapproved of
both the petition method and the content of the prayer, deemed too explicit in the current
political climate.
On August 28, Cardinal Tong took the initiative to send a “fraternal warning” to the
priests and deacons of the diocese about their homilies. Most commentators interpreted
it as a signal of compliance to local and national governments. To his credit, John Tong
wrote an articulate letter in which he reaffirms the prophetic role of the Church and of the
right to intervene in public affairs.
Our homilies must not lose touch with our daily life and the concrete situation of
society. A reference to or brief analysis of current social issues would often be helpful and sometimes even necessary for a homily, […] which aims at encouraging
the faithful to bear Christian witness in social life and in social transformation.
Tong then invites preachers not to use violent, provocative and offensive phrases, not to
put their own political ideas in homilies, and not to transform the liturgy into a political
message. “Slandering and offensive expressions insinuating or instigating hatred and social disorder are unchristian and inappropriate for the liturgy.” I see that these admonitions can make sense.
What remains perplexing is the timing. Never in the past had a bishop intervened to
discipline the excesses of priests and deacons; doing so under the current political atmos
phere seems like interfering with the freedom of priests and deacons. Perhaps it would
have been enough to address directly those very few who occasionally are intemperate in
their homilies. Some fear that the Church is losing her freedom and credibility.
Yet, when I think of Cardinal Tong, with whom I have worked daily and happily for
twenty years, a sense of respect, loyalty, and friendship prevails in me. I know his right
eousness and love for the Church very well, and I sympathize with him, who finds himself
in an impossible situation.
At the end of the day, the assessment of what is happening does not change. Hong
Kong, as we have been saying for some time, has been turned upside down from the inside. The erosion of the freedom of educational agencies such as schools and universities
is progressively and inexorably increasing. Articles 9 and 10 of the law impose the promotion of national security in schools and universities, under governmental guidance,
supervision, and regulation.
I believe ecclesial communities (Catholic and Evangelical) and religions will come into
direct focus at a later time, after Beijing has secured control of the nerve centers of the
city. I also suppose that foreign missionaries will not, as such, experience immediate consequences. For how long? International organizations incorporated into Hong Kong (and
missionary societies are incorporated) can also be prosecuted as such. Moreover, what is
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meant by “collusion with foreign forces,” a crime spelled out in the Security Law? Is the
Catholic Church a “foreign power” to China, given that missionaries are not admitted in
the Mainland, and contacts with the Vatican are governed by a secret and provisional
agreement?

Heartbroken …
What is happening in Hong Kong is a real shame, the (much-loved) city where I lived for
27 years and where I intend to return to spend the rest of my life. I am heartbroken. They
put an end to an experiment that had an extraordinary significance. A Chinese city that,
even if under the authority of Beijing, lived in freedom and progressively enlarged spaces
for citizens’ participation into public affairs. An experiment that was meaningful not only
for Hong Kong, but for China as well. It is likely that this was the mind of Deng Xiaoping
when he invented the formula “one country – two systems” and indicated 50 years of continuity for Hong Kong. Sadly … tragically … this project is over. And after only 23 years.
6 September 2020
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The Chinese Face of Jesus Christ
Leopold Leeb
During the 1930s and 1940s a group of Chinese Christian artists was active at the Catholic
University of Peking (also known as Fu Jen University, founded in 1925). These young
artists tried to express the Christian faith in a Chinese way, and their style is known as
“Ars Sacra Pekinensis” (Sacred Art of Peking, see the book by Fritz Bornemann, Ars Sacra
Pekinensis, Mödling 1950). About 500 works have been preserved and collected (or at
least photos of the paintings),1 most of them stemming from three men: Chen Yuandu
陈缘督, Wang Suda 王肃达 and Lu Hongnian 陆鸿年. Other artists of the school also
produced several remarkable works, among them the most outstanding men were Xu Jihua 徐济华, Wang Chengxiang 王呈祥, Huang Ruilong 黄瑞龙, Li Mingyuan 李呜远
and Ms. Liu Yanbin 刘彦斌. Since the Second World War and the political changes after
1949 interrupted their work, these painters are largely forgotten. Only a few studies and
publications concerning their works can be found, among them Sepp Schüller, Die Ge
schichte der christlichen Kunst in China (1940), and from the same author Neue christliche
Malerei in China (1940). In China Mr. Liu Ping 刘平 has produced a substantial 400-page
volume on the history of Christian (Catholic) art in China, Zhongguo tianzhujiao yishu
jianshi 中国天主教艺术简史 (2014). However, many Chinese Christians are not aware of
the paintings produced by the Sacred Art School of Peking. Most Chinese are unable to
appreciate these sinicized paintings, because they lack a knowledge of the development of
Christian art in Europe and in China, thus they cannot appreciate the special contribution
of this art school.
The theme of a Chinese Christian art leads us to the question of how Chinese artists
would try to introduce Jesus into a Chinese environment, or even naturalize Him, thus
painting Jesus with a Chinese face, just like Raphael painted Jesus and Mary with blond
hair or with Italian features. The problem posed to the Chinese artists was complex: in a
religious painting presented to Chinese Christians, Jesus must be recognizable as the biblical Jesus. If a painting would have overemphasized the Chinese elements, it would not be
Leopold Leeb is lecturer for Latin, Greek and Hebrew at Renmin University of China. A German version of this
article was first published in China heute 2020, No. 1, pp. 45-53.
1

The most concise collection is 12 wooden folders of Brother Berchmans Franz Brückner SVD (1891–1985) who
gave courses in art at Fu Jen University and from 1934 encouraged Chinese artists to portray biblical motives in
Chinese style. The folders contain more than 400 photographs and prints of Chinese-Christian paintings of these
Fu-Jen-artists. They are kept in the Generalate Archives of the Divine Missionaries in Rome. RCTC thanks the
Generalate Archives for the permission to reproduce the paintings for this contribution. The photos published
here in most cases are details of larger paintings selected for this article. The author thanks Fr. Jerzy Skrabania
SVD for his generous help to provide the digital versions of the paintings.
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recognizable as Christian painting and thus would not be accepted. Thus, Jesus could not
simply be depicted as a Daoist saint or as a Boddhisattva. Ideally, the face of Jesus should
express typical Christian virtues: compassion, love, piety, a prayerful attitude, or even religious zeal or ecstasy. At the same time the face of Jesus should show divine authority, and
this dignity should even be noticeable in paintings of Jesus as an infant or as the crucified
one.

Three Decisive Elements: Emotion, Instruction, Chinese Technique
The Christian artists in Peking were inspired by the Catholic art works presented to them,
first by Archbishop Celso Costantini (1876–1958), who gave Chen Yuandu paintings by
Raphael and other Renaissance artists. Mary carrying the Infant Jesus was a very popular
theme, and already in 1600 Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) had a picture of Mary with Jesus
displayed in his residence in China. He noticed that many Chinese liked this painting
(see Sun Yuming, “Cultural Translatability and the Presentation of Christ as Portrayed in
Visual Images from Ricci to Aleni,” in: Roman Malek SVD [ed.], The Chinese Face of Jesus
Christ, vol. 2, 2003, pp. 461-498). The style of Raphael showed the humanity of Christ,
the beauty of the human body, but also the love and warmth emanating from the faces
of Christ and Mary. The Raphaelite “sweetness,” emotion and warmth of the human face
especially inspired Chen Yuandu in his works. His faces of Mary and Jesus often reflect the
emotions of compassion, mercy and sadness.
However, in the eyes of the Christian missionaries it was not enough for a painting to be
“lovely” or “moving,” it should also teach about the faith. The missionaries who supported
and financed the Chinese artists in their productions were of course interested in didactic
works, which showed biblical themes in such a way that one could instruct the believers
when explaining a picture. For example, missionaries needed pictures showing the basic
tenets of the faith: the creation and fall of mankind, the Mosaic law, the incarnation, the
crucifixion and the resurrection. If a picture was instructive and didactic, the missionaries
would print the paintings of the artists, as the Lazarists of Peking printed some pictures by
Chen Yuandu already in 1933 in a format of 45 x 60 cm.
In Europe this way of didactic painting was promoted by the school of the “Nazarenes”
(also known as “Raphaelites”), a group of German artists who in the early 19th century
(ca. 1810–1850) produced many paintings and frescoes depicting biblical themes that expressed the religious ideals in a way that was easy to understand. Basically, they revived
the more naturalistic style of Albrecht Dürer and Raphael and utilized it for expressing the
faith. In this way of painting, creativity, innovation and subjectivity were less important
than clear expression of the authority of Jesus and the impact of his words and actions on
his audience. We can say that many paintings of the Catholic School of Art, like e.g. those
of Wang Suda, were inspired by this monumental depiction of Jesus’ authority. Wang Suda
also produced a large amount of pictures used for catechetical instruction.
The third element was of a technical nature: traditional Chinese paintings were not oil
paintings, nor were they much concerned with facial features or the expressive features of
human hands, which had been cultivated so superbly by the generations of Michelange-
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lo and Raphael. Chinese paintings of the literati class were in black and white, and they
cultivated a way of presenting birds, trees, flowers, mountains and landscapes in a way to
express a certain subjective mood. The brush would only suggest certain features of a face
but not elaborate them. It was not easy to switch from a tradition that rather neglected
facial expression to a style which centered on the face. Thus, the Jesuit priest and artist Wu
Li (Wu Yushan, 1632–1718), who had studied theology in Macau in the 1680s and was
doubtless exposed to Western style art, did not produce any typical Christian painting and
did not change his style of expression. However, since the establishment of the art school
in Tushanwan, Shanghai in the 1860s, new ways of expression had inspired young artists
in China, and the artists of the Peking Sacred Art School tried to combine traditional
Chinese and new Western elements. Thus, the traditional Chinese brush techniques could
serve to “suggest” the face of Jesus in a larger setting, without elaborating details. However,
even the vague and simplified face of Jesus in a very Chinese way was carefully designed
to express His dignity, as shown by the works of the young Xu Jihua , who unfortunately
died at the age of 24.

Details of “Garden Recreations,” 18th to early 19th century. Anonymous Chinese artist of the
Ch’in-Ying-School. The faces are not depicted in detail, but rather indicated.
Photo: Walters Art Museum, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chinese_-_Garden_
Recreations_-_Walters_358_-_Detail_B.jpg.

How would the Catholic artists of Fu Jen Art School shape a Chinese face for Jesus? Let
us look at the biographies and works of the Chinese artists, who found their individual
solutions for creating such a Chinese face.
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One of the earliest and most influential Christian artists was Chen Yuandu (1903–
1967). He was born in Jiaying, Guangdong Province. At the age of 17 he came to Peking
and worked as a printer, using his free time to make drawings. In Peking a renowned
artist named Jin Cheng 金城 (or Jin Beilou 金北楼) saw Chen’s paintings and accepted
him as student. Through the club of artists which Jin Cheng had organized and by way
of their exhibitions, Chen Yuandu could also show some of his works. In 1928, in one of
these exhibitions, Chen’s paintings of the Buddhist figure Guanyin attracted the attention
of Msgr. Costantini, the representative of the Holy See in China (1922–1933). Costantini
had gone to the university in Rome and was ordained priest in 1899. He was interested in
archeology and arts, and in 1906 edited a book on the history of arts. In 1913 he founded
a journal of sacred art and in the same year he was nominated bishop. Msgr. Costantini
emphasized that the Church of China should have Chinese leadership and Chinese features. In 1928 Msgr. Costantini talked to Chen Yuandu, gave him some reproductions of
Renaissance paintings and encouraged him to paint Madonnas in a Chinese style. Soon
Chen painted a series of pictures which expressed the Chinese faith, and at the same time
he tried to understand and learn from the works of European Christian art, especially
from Italian Renaissance images. The following year, an English periodical published for
the support of Fu Jen University in the USA published several of Chen’s works, among
them “The Mongol leader and John of Montecorvino,” “The Archbishop of Peking blessing
the Khan,” “The Dominican Friar Odoric of Pordenone as Preacher” and “The Magi from
the East Adore the Holy Infant.” When the School of Fine Arts was established at Fu Jen
University in the fall of 1930, Chen Yuandu became one of the four teachers there, due to
the arrangement of his patron Msgr. Costantini. Chen continued to paint for Costantini,
mainly elaborating on biblical themes.
At that time many people abroad knew this young Chinese artist already, and on the
Feast of Pentecost of 1932 Chen Yuandu received baptism and took the name “Luke” (in
Chinese “Lujia 路加”). Since then many of his paintings were signed “Luke Chen.” He
produced a great number of works, possibly more than 200, among them works like “The
Last Supper,” “Jesus enters Jerusalem,” “The Shepherds Venerate the Holy Infant,” “The
Annunciation of the Angel,” “Madonna,” “Therese of Lisieux,” “Way of the Cross,” etc.
At the beginning of 1933 Msgr. Costantini returned to Europe, which meant that Chen
Yuandu lost his generous benefactor and supporter. But in the same year the Divine Word
Missionaries took over the administration of Fu Jen University and the Austrian Brother
Berchmans Brückner SVD (1891–1985) put great efforts into supporting the Art School
and organized exhibitions not only with the works of Chen Yuandu, but also of other
young Christian artists. At that time four of Chen’s paintings had been reprinted in a
colour print abroad. At the Third International Religious Art Exhibition in Rome (1934),
Chen Yuandu showed some of his paintings. For the “Mission Exhibition” organized by
the Franciscans in Budapest, Hungary, in 1938, Chen supplied 33 of his paintings, which
shows how popular he was in Europe at that time. In an exhibition organized in Shanghai
in 1935, Chen Yuandu presented his works for the first time to a broader public in China.
Since then he became a respected teacher, although he was still very young then. He constantly produced new paintings and taught students who were only 10 years younger than
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he. He became a professor at Fu Jen University and was responsible for the section of
“portrait paintings.”
Wang Suda (1911–1963) was from a family which had migrated from Zhejiang to Peking in the 18th century. Wang was born in Peking, and his grandparents were fervent
Buddhists. His father was a doctor versed in Chinese medicine, and the tutor of Wang
Suda was a person steeped in the Chinese tradition. At the age of 12 Wang Suda began to
make drawings and paintings, and some of his relatives asked him to make paintings for
them. At the age of 16 he went to a commercial college which was run by Christians. He
discontinued his painting, but at the age of 21 he started to produce drawings again and
taught himself new techniques. He joined the “Hushe” art club and could present a dozen
of his works at some exhibitions in China and abroad. In this way he acquired some fame
and had a certain income. In 1933 he entered the School of Fine Arts at Fu Jen University
through the mediation of Chen Yuandu. In the fall of 1934 Brother Berchmans Brückner,
who taught sketching at Fu Jen University from 1933–1948, encouraged him to paint religious images for the Christmas exhibition of Fu Jen University. That was the first time that
Wang produced Christian art. In 1936 Wang Suda graduated and became a teacher of fine
arts at Fu Jen Middle School for boys. At Christmas 1937 he was baptized and became a
Catholic, taking the name “George,” which is also the signature of many of his paintings
(„Qiaozhi 乔治” in Chinese). In 1939, when due to the Japanese occupation life became
more difficult in Peking, he followed the call of Bishop Megan SVD to go to Xinxiang,
Henan Province, to paint a series of religious paintings (altogether 35 pieces) for use in
catechism courses. After three years Wang Suda returned to Peking and was supported by
a Christian foundation which helped him through the harsh years of the war. The pictures
he produced in Henan were later reprinted several times in China and in Japan, because
they depicted the story of salvation in a more systematic way, from the creation of the
world to the Mosaic law and to the birth of Jesus, His preaching and teaching and healing
ministry until His death and resurrection and the last judgment.
Lu Hongnian (1914–1989) was from a family from Taicang in Jiangsu, thus many of his
paintings are signed with “Taicang Lu Hongnian 太仓陆鸿年.” Two of his ancestors had
served as high officials under the Manchu government in Peking. In 1914 Lu Hongnian
was born in Peking and grew up in a wealthy milieu which had international ties. He remembers his childhood years like this:
Our European friends sometimes would send us postcards, and on some of them
I saw some Christian pictures. I remember that one picture caught my attention:
Jesus blessing some children. I asked my mother: “Why are there no Chinese chil
dren on this picture?” And my mother said: “Jesus loves all people, he also loves
the Chinese, but the artist of this image is a European, thus he only painted Eu
ropean faces.” Then I replied: “I will paint new pictures, and on my pictures Jesus
will bless Chinese children.”
Lu Hongnian received a traditional education in his home, then he went to a modern
middle school. As a high school student he joined a painting club. In 1933 he came to
the School of Fine Arts of Fu Jen University, and in 1934 he was encouraged by Brother
Berchmans Brückner to paint his first Christian piece of art for the Christmas exhibition
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organized by the university in 1934. After his graduation in 1936 he became a teacher of
Fine Arts at Fu Jen Middle School. A few years later he became a member of the Research
Institute of the National Museum, Department of Chinese Paintings. In 1944 he was a
teacher at the School of Fine Arts at Fu Jen University. In 1950 he received baptism and
became Catholic, taking the name “John” (“Ruowang 若望”). After 1949 he was lecturer
and professor at the Central Arts College for many years, and he specialized in Chinese
fresco paintings.
Other members of the Sacred Art School of Peking were the following:
Li Mingyuan, born in Hebei in 1906, one of the first graduates of Fu Jen School of Fine
Arts. He graduated in 1933 and became teacher of sketching at Fu Jen Middle School, Peking. Not much is known about his further life, and only a few of his paintings have been
preserved.
Xu Jihua was born in Daxing (30 km south of Peking) in 1912. After finishing high
school he entered the School of Fine Arts at Fu Jen University and graduated in 1935. He
received baptism in 1933 and took the name “Charles” (“Jialu 嘉禄”). He painted his first
Christian painting in 1934. More than 20 of his Christian pictures are preserved and in
addition to this he produced a series for postcards with the twelve apostles. Unfortunately,
this gifted artist died on 6 November 1937.
Wang Chengxiang was born ca. 1915 and graduated from the School of Fine Arts at
Fu Jen University in 1940. He was from Hebei and produced a series of paintings for
the church of Guangze, Shaowu Prefecture, Fujian Province. This series was a number
of scenes from the life of St. Joseph. He also made a way of the cross, and he directed the
porcelain factory in Tangshan, Hebei Province, where he created Christian motives for
porcelain items.
Huang Ruilong was born in Xiushan, Sichuan Province, in 1914. He studied in Peking
and graduated from the School of Fine Arts of Fu Jen University in 1940.

The Way to a Chinese Face of Jesus
1. Chen Yuandu
It is very clear that the easiest way of creating a “Chinese Jesus” would be to just let Him
wear Chinese dress. The Chinese Catholic Wu Jingxiong 吴经熊 (1899−1986), who translated the New Testament into a classical Chinese version in the early 1940s, was motivated
by the idea to “let Jesus wear a Chinese dress” (see his autobiography Beyond East and
West, 1951, Chinese translation, 2013, pp. 254-266). In this way the initial strategy was
to change the environment and to keep the facial expression of Jesus’ and Mary’s face as
it had been depicted by European artists, especially Renaissance artists. This was a safe
and well accepted way, similar to the changes promoted by Msgr. Costantini at the Synod
of Shanghai in 1924: The Catholic Church of China could accept and integrate Chinese
architecture, Chinese music, Chinese language, script and Chinese dress, but the core of
the liturgy was to remain in Latin. In a similar way, the early paintings of Chen Yuandu
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show Jesus with a “Renaissance face,” a western face. Also his early paintings of Mary show
clear signs of western influence, but soon he shifted to a more Chinese expression.

Two of Chen Yuandu’s early depictions of Jesus. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

Some of Chen Yuandu’s early paintings of Mary and Jesus. Note the change from a more western expression
to a Chinese face, starting with the hairdo of Mary. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

After a few years, especially after 1933, Chen Yuandu found his mature expression of the
faces of Mary and Jesus. Mary became a woman with Chinese features, and Jesus a boy
with a round, Chinese face.

Photos: SVD
Generalate
Archives.
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Rare is the image on the right, which is a depiction of Jesus
as a boy or young man.
Chen Yuandu found also a rather standardized expression for the adult Jesus’ face. His Jesus is a man with a beard
and long hair. Following European examples, the face of Jesus has become quite long, which somehow contrasts with
the round face of the boy Jesus. However, this Jesus is certainly not a typical “Westerner,” he has dark hair and his
eyebrows are not heavy. Very often Jesus lowers his eyelids
and thus gives the impression of looking down on someone
with an expression of compassion, forgiving and mildness.
The fact that Jesus seems to look down also cleverly avoids
the question whether Jesus would have big “western” eyes
or not. Compare the three pictures taken from three paintings: “Jesus talking to children,” “Jesus Suffering” and “The
Risen Christ.” It is remarkable that in many of Chen’s paintings the facial expression of Jesus is quite constant, and his
paintings can be recognized by his special type of the face
of Jesus.

The face of Jesus in paintings by Chen Yuandu. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

In one of his paintings created in 1935, Chen Yuandu
also depicts God the Father
with a grey, long beard,
somehow in the fashion of
the Daoist deity Taishang
laojun. However, this image
only very rarely appears in
Chen’s paintings. Presumably it met objections.
A depiction of the Trinity by Chen
Yuandu (1935). Photo: SVD Generalate Archives.
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2. Wang Suda
Like Chen Yuandu, Wang Suda produced great numbers of Christian paintings, and many
images show the face of Jesus. It seems Wang was experimenting for much longer than
Chen before he found his mature style of expression. We find many different types of
faces for Jesus, some use the brush in the traditional way and make suggestions, see the
following.

Paintings by Wang Suda (details). Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

However, in his later paintings, Wang Suda, like Chen Yuandu, found a more standardized
expression for the face of Jesus. Generally speaking, his Jesus has a long nose and a long
face. The thin, almost transparent hair and less developed beard, the small mouth as well
as the oval shape of the head give Jesus a somewhat feminine taint. He is a gentle and soft
person, even when he calms the storm on the sea. Following old European traditions, the
hair of Jesus is divided on the forehead. Jesus sometimes opens His eyes and looks at the
people surrounding Him. Being a master of facial expression, Wang Suda likes to show
the reactions of other people to Jesus’ words. Some of Jesus’ listeners are thoughtful, other
feel remorse, anger, etc.

Paintings by Wang Suda (details). Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

In several of his paintings, Wang shows great skill in elaborating Jesus’ hair, thus in the
painting “Our Lord Jesus” (from 1937, see the following page above on the right).
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Paintings by Wang Suda (details). Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

Examples of the “standardized” face
of Jesus in Wang Suda’s paintings.
The painting on the bottom left
shows one of Wang’s masterpieces:
“Jesus Calming the Storm” (1937).
Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.
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Like Chen Yuandu and Italian predecessors, Wang Suda used the “old father” image to
paint God the Father. It is striking that Wang’s Creator has large eyes that cast a loving
glance on His creation. Also here some feminine elements can be discovered which reminds one of the expression “da fumu” 大父母 (“Great Father-Mother”) used by 17th century Chinese converts, for example Yang Tingyun 杨廷筠 (1557−1627), to speak of God.

Three representations of “God the Father” by Wang Suda. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

Also for the Infant and boy Jesus Wang Suda found many different versions and solutions.
He also tried to represent Jesus with curly hair and western features, but finally he settled
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on a more Chinese version. The first two pictures below are from 1935, whereas the two at
the bottom and the two at next page are from the 1940s.

Paintings by Wang Suda (details). Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.
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Paintings by Wang Suda from the 1940s. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

3. Xu Jihua
One of the most interesting artists of the Peking Catholic Art School was without any
doubt Xu Jihua, who died at the age of 24. Altogether only around 25 paintings from his
hand have been preserved, but almost all of them show his outstanding talent, first in the
structure of the images and then in the use of Chinese traditional techniques. His “Last
Supper” is a masterpiece of thoughtful design. In almost all his works, Xu avoids an elaboration of Jesus’ face, since the figure of Jesus is usually a rather small item in a large picture
(which suits Chinese tradition). Xu uses the brush for making dots, thus only suggesting
roughly Jesus’ eyebrows and eyes. In this way the question of the “Westernness” (big eyes?

Paintings by Xu Jihua (details). Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.
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long nose?) of Jesus’ face can be avoided. However, Xu’s paintings are by no means casual
or superficial. A closer look reveals that he also found his “ideal” face of Jesus: long hair,
short beard and a rather round face that looks more “Chinese” and more masculine than
the Jesus of Wang Suda. It is truly a pity that Xu Jihua did not live long enough to produce
as many paintings as Wang or Chen. He would have shown the world a very special and
very Chinese version of Jesus’ face.

Paintings by Xu Jihua (details). The painting left shows Jesus at his last supper.
Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

With a few simple strokes Xu manages to clearly outline the features of Christ. The painting on
the right is an image of the risen Christ. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.
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Also Xu’s images of the Madonna with Child are more suggestive and vague than those of
the other Catholic artists. This, however, also shows some shortcomings of this technique:
If everything solely depends on miniature dots, there is the danger that through one small
dot a face might be distorted or completely spoiled. See here the three paintings by Xu.

Madonnas by Xu Jihua. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

4. Lu Hongnian
Lu Hongnian, who was baptized quite late (1950), obviously experimented with many
versions of the adult Jesus, and finally he could not decide on one particular type which he
would use throughout his paintings. He is not afraid to show a very western Jesus with big
eyes, but some of his images on the other hand emphasize fine eyebrows and more typi
cally “eastern” eyes. He often has Jesus’ long hair falling in several braids upon his shoulders, which can also be observed in some of Chen Yuandu’s – his teacher – paintings. It
seems that Lu came back to the earlier way of expression: let the background be fully Chinese, but keep more western features of Jesus. Perhaps this has to do with Lu’s background:

Paintings by Lu Hongnian (details). Photos: SVD General Archives.
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coming from a high society family and having grown up in Peking, he perhaps had foreign
friends already at an early age, and thus for him a “western Jesus” did not look unfamiliar,
it was not important to emphasize the Chinese features of Jesus’ face.

Paintings by Lu Hongnian (details). Photos: SVD General Archives.

What Lu Hongnian enjoyed most was probably the depiction of Jesus as a child. As he
himself said, in his childhood he wanted to portray Jesus with Chinese children, and the
images of children became central to many of his creations. The Child Jesus became a
child with completely Chinese features. He also shows Mary as a very young woman or
girl, equipping her with unnatural high and fine eyebrows and a transparent veil, under
which Jesus playfully hides. The word “playful” might describe many of Lu’s works very
well, he experiments with effects and produces many different images of the Child Jesus,
often emphasizing the Chinese hairstyle.

Paintings of the Madonna by Lu Hongnian. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.
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Paintings of the Madonna by Lu Hongnian. In the painting on the right Jesus has a Chinese toy in
his hand. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

These are also portrayals of the Child Jesus by Lu Hongnian: Chinese dress, Chinese hairstyle and Chinese
technique show the attempt of inculturation on various levels. Photos: SVD Generalate Archives.

The examples of the four artists Chen, Wang, Xu und Lu of the Catholic School of Fine
Arts in Peking in the 1930s and 1940s might be regarded as a unique testimony of a successful sinization of the portrait of Jesus in China. The fact that these paintings are very
little known in China is due to the circumstance that the originals can only, if at all, be
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found abroad. Furthermore, only very seldom is it allowed to exhibit or publish religious
paintings in China. Therefore, the works and their artists are more or less unknown in
China. We also do not know how and where they spent the last years of their lives. It might
well be that they were criticized and attacked for their contacts to Christianity and western
painting. It may be hoped, however, that future studies will bring to light the contribution
of these Chinese artists so that there their works will be better appreciated.
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